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Abstract 
 
The physiological response to excessively strong aversive stimuli – the stress 

response – is relatively maladaptive and leads to various psychopathologies 

such as anxiety disorders only in a minority of individuals. Our lab has 

previously shown that severe acute restraint stress heightens anxiety-like 

behaviour in wild-type but not in the extracellular serine protease, neuropsin, 

deficient mice. Dissecting molecular changes underlying genotypic differences, 

our microarray and qRT-PCR approaches revealed that the stress-induced 

upregulation of glucocorticoid receptor (GR) co-chaperone, Fkbp5, expression 

in the amygdala is significantly attenuated in neuropsin-/- mice compared to 

the wild-type mice and attenuated expression can be restored by bilateral intra-

amygdala injection of recombinant neuropsin. Further, blocking neuropsin 

cleavage of EphB2 with anti-EphB2 antibody suppressed only neuropsin-

mediated but not corticosterone-driven upregulation of Fkbp5 expression in 

primary amygdala cultures unraveling novel neuropsin-dependent mechanism 

acting in synergy with the well characterized corticosterone pathway to 

mediate the robust stress-effect on Fkbp5 expression. Importantly, wild-type 

mice lacking amygdala specific Fkbp5 exhibit stress protective phenotype in 

unconditioned anxiety tests and unimpaired learning and memory in fear 

conditioning paradigm. Proteomic analysis using subcellular fractionation 

revealed that stress triggers nuclear translocation of constitutively cytoplasmic 

FKBP51 in the amygdala. Nuclear FKBP51, in dexamethasone treated N2a cells, 

co-purifies with linker histone H1 implying at possible FKBP51 involvement in 

posttranslational modification of histone H1 to control gene expression 

necessary for maladaptive neuronal plasticity underlying altered behavioural 

outcomes. Therefore, this study characterizes and concludes an indispensable 

role of amygdalar Fkbp5 in stressful episodes developing into anxiety 

disorders.   
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1.1 Anxiety disorders 

 

Normal anxious apprehension is marked as pathological anxiety when 

unpredictable, exaggerated and uncontrollable fear responsivity to 

inappropriate objects or events in absence of true danger interfere with optimal 

daily living (Rosen, 1998). According to the ICD-10 and DSM-IV-TR, various 

forms of clinical anxiety disorders include: generalised anxiety disorder, acute 

stress disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), panic disorder, 

agoraphobia, specific phobia, social phobia and obsessive-compulsive disorder 

(American Psychiatric Association, 2000; World Health Organisation, 1992). 

Anxiety disorders are one of the most prevalent and disabling neuropsychiatric 

disorders (Kessler, 2005). Despite of their heterogeneity, anxiety disorders share 

a common state of exaggerated arousal and exhibit substantially overlapping 

symptoms (Klein, 1989).  

 

In addition to understanding how anxiety disorders develop, what mediates the 

transition of a natural adaptive reaction, anxiety, to its pathological form only in 

some people and not in others with similar experiences also needs to be focused 

on to develop preventive programs. Rosen and Schulkin has defined three 

interacting sets of predisposing factors that may contribute to the development 

of anxiety disorders: 1) biological factors, primarily of genetic nature; 2) 

developmental factors, resulting from early life experiences during critical 

stages in development for example infant-mother separation and childhood 
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abuse; and 3) physical or psychological traumatic factors, focused on traumatic 

events or circumstances at any age (Hammen, 1992; Rosen, 1998). According to 

the diatheses-stress theory, interaction between these, either innate or acquired, 

precipitating factors in synergy confers an individual, greater vulnerability to 

psychopathology. For instance exposure to psychosocial stress more likely 

triggers anxiety in individuals carrying genetic vulnerability (Barlow, 1998; 

Barlow, 2000). Even though psychosocial stress is a major risk factor for the 

entire group of anxiety disorders, diagnostically prior exposure to extreme 

stressor or traumatic event is an essential criterion for only two stress-related 

anxiety disorders: acute stress disorder and PTSD (Yehuda, 2002). Hence 

understanding stress-mediated molecular changes leading to pathological 

anxiety is of great importance. 

 

1.2 Fear locus in the brain - The amygdala 

 

Fear is a reflex emotion belonging to the defensive system that helps to predict 

a danger when it is distal and survive when it is proximal. Rosen and Schulkin 

proposed that hyperexcitability of fear circuitry underlie chronic hypervigilance 

towards threatening stimuli in anxiety patients although it remains 

controversial (Rosen, 1998). Nevertheless neuro-imaging studies do support 

abnormal activity patterns of fear structures, for instance heightened amygdala 

activation, in anxious subjects (Shin, 2010). Earlier approaches included lesion 

studies to understand the involvement of brain regions in fear circuitry. Two 
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pioneering studies reported a collection of emotional disturbances, loss of fear 

emotion in particular, in rhesus monkeys with bilateral surgical lesion to the 

temporal cortex (Brown, 1888; Kluver, 1937). Although it was Weiskrantz who 

pointed out that lesion to a group of heterogeneous nuclei called amygdala, 

underlying the temporal cortex, was responsible for the loss of fear to the 

dominant monkeys (Weiskrantz, 1956). Amygdala is at the centre of neuro-

anatomical circuitry of both innate and learned fear responses. Named after 

almond in Greek, bilaterally situated in the medial temporal lobe the amygdala 

can be divided into two distinct subdivisions: 1) basolateral region consisting of 

lateral, basal or basolateral and accessory basal or basomedial nuclei, and 2) 

central region involving central, medial and cortical nuclei (Swanson, 1998; 

LeDoux, 2007).  

 

Basolateral complex of the amygdala (BLA) is critical to acquisition, 

consolidation, recall and expression of fear memory (Maren, 2004). Sensory 

gateway to the amygdala, lateral nuclei, receives and integrates synaptic 

information from various sensory structures such as thalamic nuclei (auditory 

and somatosensory), perirhinal cortex (visual) and piriform cortex (olfactory) 

and subsequently projects to most of the subnuclear regions within the 

amygdala (LeDoux, 2000). Spatial and contextual information related to 

conditioning is conveyed by the hippocampus to both lateral as well as basal 

nuclei (Maren, 1999). Indeed, lesions aimed at the lateral nucleus of amygdala 

impair acquisition and expression of conditioned fear only to the discrete 
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sensory cues (Nader, 2001). Excitotoxic lesions of BLA, in contrast, blocked both 

hippocampus-independent sensory and hippocampus-dependent contextual 

fear conditioning in rats (Maren, 1996). Importantly, excitotoxic lesions to BLA 

blocked fear-potentiated startle regardless of whether they were made after 6 or 

30 days of training indicating BLA as neural locus for storage of fear memories 

(Lee, 1996).  

 

Processed information from different nuclei of BLA is either relayed back to the 

afferent structures or converges into the two major output regions the central 

nucleus of the amygdala and the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST) or 

commonly known as the extended amygdala, which have parallel projections to 

multiple brainstem regions, hypothalamus and higher cortical areas that 

mediate behavioral and physiological signs of fear and anxiety (Davis, 2000). 

Bilateral lesions of the central amygdala blocked potentiation of startle response 

in presence of fear-eliciting aversive stimuli (Hitchcock, 1986). Hence, two 

subsystems of amygdala contribute to sensory convergence (BLA) and response 

divergence (central amygdala) of fear conditioning. 

 

1.3 Stress response  

 

First conceptualized as generalized adaptation syndrome by Hans Selye in 

1936, stress can be thought of as the organism’s response to threatening 

environmental stimuli that bring the physiological equilibrium out of balance 
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(Selye, 1955). Stressor-triggered “flight or fight” response leads to activation of 

autonomic nervous system and HPA-axis releasing fast-acting adrenaline and 

slow-acting glucocorticoid (GC), respectively (de Kloet, 2005). Transient 

elevation in stress hormones levels helps the organism escape from the stressor 

and promotes adaptation to a new equilibrated state. This process of reinstating 

homeostasis through change is called “allostasis” (McEwen, 2004). Released 

GCs exert classical negative feedback effect on the HPA-axis, to shut down the 

stress response, at multiple levels: hypothalamus, pituitary and hippocampus 

among other brain regions (Lopez, 1999). Effective coping characterized by 

rapid onset on exposure to stressor and efficient termination afterwards forms 

an important part of the defense mechanism (McEwen, 2000). Insufficient 

coping events, in contrast, leading to prolonged and sustained stress responses 

can cause wear and tear on the body and brain homeostasis, resulting in 

“allostatic load” or “overload” (McEwen, 2004). 

 

Stressors can be categorized as: systemic or physiologic stressors that pose a 

direct challenge to homeostasis and psychosocial stressors, of either innate or 

learned nature, that reflect an anticipation of a looming challenge to 

homeostasis (Sapolsky, 2003). Both stressors are potent activators of the HPA-

axis and autonomic nervous system via two distinct pathways (McEwen BS, 

2002). Real homeostatic challenges require little sensory processing and relays 

information directly from the brainstem to the paraventricular hypothalamic 

nucleus (PVN) and hence the responses are reflexive and fast (Herman, 2003). 
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In contrast, limbic brain areas such as the amygdala, hippocampus, and medial 

prefrontal cortex (PFC), supplemented by other connected brain structures, 

control and evaluate the emotional significance of the anticipatory fear-related 

adaptive stress responses to avoid unnecessary allostatic load (McEwen, 2000; 

Herman, 2003). Having little direct anatomical interactions with the PVN, 

limbic structures heavily rely on intermediary neurons to relay their influence 

on HPA-axis activation. The hippocampus and medial PFC appears to inhibit 

HPA-axis response to psychogenic stress whereas HPA-axis activation by 

anxiogenic stressors involves contributions from the basolateral, central and 

medial amygdalar nuclei (Herman, 2005). Given the well-documented neural 

regulation of HPA-axis by higher limbic brain structures it is often described as 

Limbic-HPA-axis system in the literature (Lopez, 1999). 

 

1.4 Stress-induced anxiety behaviour 

  

Single traumatic episode or repeated psychosocial stress exposure can leave 

maladaptive footprints leading to long-term behavioural disturbances, most 

likely resulting from GCs hypersecretion (Roozendaal, 2009). Importantly, 

severe acute or chronic stress exposure leads to neural dysregulation of the 

HPA-axis response: habituation to familiar stressor and sensitization to novel 

stressor. After 14 days of ferret odour exposure, rats exhibited habituation by 

decreased levels of corticosterone and c-fos expression in the PVN. However, 

exposure to restraint stress displayed sensitization by elevated corticosterone 
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and c-fos expression in the PVN (Weinberg, 2009). Similarly, women with a 

history of childhood trauma, due to sensitization, had augmented HPA-axis 

response to mild psychosocial stress (Heim, 2001). In addition, Sandstrom and 

colleagues reported that rats subjected to six hours of isolation stress during 

postnatal developmental stage had persistently elevated baseline corticosterone 

levels during adulthood compared to non-stressed group (Sandstrom, 2005). 

Postnatally stressed rats, with long-term higher basal corticosterone levels, 

displayed impairment in hippocampus-dependent working memory when 

tested on radial arm maze (Sandstrom, 2005). Thus, stress-induced 

dysregulation of the HPA-axis, sensitization and increased basal GC levels, play 

an important role in determining animal’s coping behaviour and physiological 

outcomes.  

 

Various acute and chronic stress paradigms have been extensively studied in 

the rodents to dissect the molecular mechanisms underlying traumatic 

experience-related modulation in the behaviour. An important although often 

overlooked aspect is the overlap of neural circuitry mediating stress response 

and emotional memory at the level of the amygdala (LeDoux, 1994; Herman, 

1997). Supporting evidence confirms that, along with the hippocampus and the 

PFC, the amygdala itself undergoes functional and structural plastic changes to 

create stressful experience-related maladaptive behavioural responses 

(Roozendaal, 2009). Dendritic remodeling, a form of structural plasticity, 
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represents longer lasting cellular traces of stress-induced adaptive plasticity 

(Lamprecht, 2004).  

 

Pioneering research by Dr. Sumantra Chattarji’s group has shown that acute 

and chronic stress-induced anxiety like behaviour correlates with the neuronal 

remodeling in the BLA. Interestingly, acute immobilization stress (single 2 

hours session), although failed to affect morphology and behaviour one day 

post-stress, elicited gradual increase in spine density on principle BLA neurons 

and delayed enhancement in anxiety-like behaviour on the elevated plus-maze 

(EPM) when measured after 10 days (Mitra, 2005). Robust dendritic 

hypertrophy is observed in the BLA following 10 and 21 days of chronic 

immobilisation stress (Vyas, 2002; Mitra, 2005; Vyas, 2006). Higher spine 

density alongside dendritic elongation in pyramidal and stellate neurons of 

BLA accompanied the increased anxiety-like behaviour in chronically stressed 

rats. Surprisingly, unlike chronic immobilization stress, 10 days of chronic 

unpredictable stress neither elicited hypertrophy in the BLA nor induced 

anxiogenic behaviour in the rats (Vyas, 2002). Hence, it is noteworthy that 

disparate physiological and behavioural findings may be attributable to 

differences in the type and severity of stressor. Findings also indicate that stress 

paradigms eliciting, either delayed or rapid, neuronal remodeling always 

exhibit concomitant anxiogenic behaviour, and vice versa (Mitra, 2005). A 

remarkable aspect of stressful experience-mediated maladaptive changes in the 

BLA is the unfortunate irreversibility even after termination of the stress (Vyas, 
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2004). Temporal persistence of BLA neuronal remodeling and heightened 

anxiety-like behaviour even after 21 days of stress-free recovery may perhaps 

underlie slowly diminishing symptoms of stress-related anxiety disorders 

(Yehuda, 2002). Consistent with abundant expression of GR in the BLA, 

exploration of molecular mechanisms revealed that single or 10 daily 

subcutaneous doses of corticosterone, equivalent to physiological stress levels, 

mimicked the BLA dendritic elongation and enhanced anxiety-like behaviour 

elicited by chronic immobilization stress (Gray, 1996; Mitra, 2008). Therefore, 

emphasizing on corticosterone and GR position at the forefront of mechanism 

behind stress-induced structural plasticity and anxiety behavior. Taken 

together, the above findings contribute to the emerging framework between 

stress-induced structural plasticity in the amygdala and pathogenesis of anxiety 

disorders and further, outlines the importance of deciphering the linking 

cellular and molecular correlates. 

 

1.5 Glucocorticoid receptor co-chaperone: FKBP51 

 

Main HPA axis effectors, glucocorticoids (GC), bind to steroid-activated 

transcription factors: mineralocorticoid receptor (MR) and glucocorticoid 

receptor (GR). High-affinity MR is occupied by GC under basal conditions, 

whereas low-affinity GR requires elevated GC levels for activation, explaining 

their crucial involvement in the stress system (de Kloet ER, 2005). Constitutively 

steroid-free GR reside in both the cytoplasm and nucleus in the form of a 
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complex with chaperones and co-chaperones. These molecules also regulate GR 

actions such as folding, maturation, translocation and transcriptional activation 

(Grad, 2007).  

 

In the mature GR complex, single GR molecule associates with heat shock 

protein 90 (Hsp90) dimer, one of tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) domain-

containing proteins and p23 molecule. Only four TPR domain-containing 

proteins have been co-purified so far with steroid receptors: FKBP51, FKBP52, 

protein phosphatase 5 (PP5) and cyclophilin-40 (CyP40) (Pratt, 1997). FKBP51, 

encoded by Fkbp5 gene, belongs to the immunosuppressive drugs binding 

immunophilin protein family. Smith and colleagues were the first to purify 

FKBP51, known as p54 and FKBP54 two decades ago, as a component of an 

unactivated progesterone receptor complex (Smith, 1990). However, 

Wiederrecht et al. coined the term FKBP51 for a novel 51 kDa FK506 binding 

protein in JURKAT cells, homologous to another member of the same family, 

FKBP52 (Wiederrecht, 1992). FKBP51 and FKBP52 proteins share 75% sequence 

similarity and 60% identity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 1.1 Functional domains of human FKBP51 & FKBP52. PPIase, 
peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase; TPR, tetratricopeptide repeat; FK1, FKBP-
like 1; FK2, FKBP-like 2; CaM, calmodulin. Adapted from Stechschulte et al. 
2011.  
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FKBP51 contains two FKBP-like domains (FK1 & FK2) and a C-terminal TPR 

domain together with other functional domains, as shown in Figure 1.1. Similar 

to other immunophilins, FKBP51 catalyses cis-trans conversion of prolyl-

peptide bonds also known as peptidylprolyl isomerase (PPIase) activity.  

Immunosuppressive drugs, such as FK506 and rapamycin, bind to the N-

terminal FK1 domain to inhibit FKBP51-mediated chymotryptic cleavage of 

small substrates (Niar, 1997). Conservation of responsible residues confers 

measurable PPIase activity between FKBP51 and FKBP52 (Sinars, 2003). Amino 

acid differences in proline rich loop overhanging FK1 PPIase pockets are 

proposed to affect interaction with other large proteins (Riggs, 2007). FK2 

domain, unlike FK1, lacks the PPIase activity and does not bind to FK506 due to 

differences in several amino acids (Sinars, 2003).  

 

FKBP52 is phosphorylated by casein kinase II at threonine 143 in the hinge 

region connecting FK1 and FK2 domain inhibiting Hsp90 binding, whereas 

FKBP51 lacks TEEED phosphorylation site (Miyata, 1997). C-terminal TPR 

domain of FKBP51 comprises of three repeats of a consensus 34-amino acid 

motif. All four TPR domain-containing Hsp90 co-chaperones compete for a 

common TPR-binding site MEEVD generated in the extreme C-terminal region 

of Hsp90 dimer (Scheufler, 2000). Interestingly mutants lacking C-terminal 

region outside TPR domain do not associate with Hsp90 and progesterone 

receptor (PR; Barent, 1998). Final 30 C-terminal FKBP51 amino acids enhance its 

Hsp90 binding compared to FKBP52 (Cheung-Flynn, 2003). These structural 
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differences between largely homologous FKBP51 and FKBP52 might explain the 

preferential association of FKBP51 over FKBP52 with steroid receptors.  

 

Large TPR immunophilins, FKBP51 and FKBP52, differentially regulate GR 

hormone responsiveness and localisation. Constitutive FKBP51 binding to the 

glucocorticoid receptor complex (GRC) reduces the receptor affinity for GC. 

Adding FKBP51-rich squirrel monkey lymphocyte cytosol to the cytosol of L929 

cells, FKBP51 increasingly suppresses GC binding to the GRC (Reynolds, 1998). 

Mutating squirrel monkey FKBP51 TPR domain at Lys352Ala and Arg356Ala 

disrupts Hsp90 binding and results in a loss of inhibitory effect on GR 

transactivation in COS-7 cells. Deletion of either FK1 or FK2 also failed to 

inhibit GR transactivation despite intact Hsp90 binding. Loss of PPIase activity, 

on the other hand, allowed inhibition of GR transactivation equivalent to wild 

type FKBP51 in COS-7 cells (Denny, 2005). To sum up, FKBP51 binding to 

Hsp90 and both FK1 and FK2 domains are crucial for GR regulation, while 

PPIase activity is dispensable for this effect.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 1.2 Schematic model of GR signalling. FKBP51 is constitutively 
bound to mature GRC through Hsp90 rendering the complex in cytoplasm. 
GC binding induces switching of FKBP51 by FKBP52. FKBP52 recruits dynein 
triggering nuclear translocation of the complex. In the nucleus, GC dimmer 
interacts with GRE to regulate target gene transcription. GC, glucocorticoid; 
GR, glucocorticoid receptor; 51, FKBP51; 52, FKBP52; 90, Hsp90; D, dynein; 
GRE, glucocorticoid response element.  
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Glucocorticoid binding results in FKBP51 replacement by homologous FKBP52 

in GR complex (Figure 1.2). More FKBP51 than FKBP52 immunoprecipitated 

with GR from control L929 cell cytosol, while this proportion reversed 

following dexamethasone treatment. The levels of GR-associated Hsp90 were 

not altered by dexamethasone treatment, in line with both FKBP proteins 

competing for the common Hsp90 binding site. Dexamethasone-induced 

FKBP52 incorporation into GRC also resulted in simultaneous recruitment of 

motor protein dynein triggering GR translocation to the nucleus. Indeed 

cellular fractionation confirmed that FKBP51-bound GR is recovered from 

cytoplasm (but not the nucleus) in vehicle treated cells whereas FKBP52-bound 

GR is predominantly recovered from the nuclear pellet after dexamethasone 

treatment (Davies, 2002).   

 

FKBP51 holds hormone-free GRC in the cytosol, owing to its poor interaction 

with the transporter protein dynein (Figure 1.2). Upon steroid binding, FKBP52 

replaces FKBP51 and interacts with dynein triggering GRC nuclear 

translocation. Increasing concentration of FKBP52 mitigates FKBP51-mediated 

inhibition of GR transcription in neuroblastoma cells (Wochnik, 2005). Tatro et 

al. replicated the FKBP51 and FKBP52 regulation of GR localisation in neurons. 

FKBP51 silencing increased basal nuclear localisation of GR and FKBP52 

knockdown impaired cortisol-triggered GR nuclear translocation in SH-SY5Y 

cells (Tatro, 2009).  
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In the yeast model FKBP52 potentiation of GR signalling is blocked by co-

expression of only FKBP51 and not PP5. Hence, competition for common TPR 

binding site on Hsp90 does not seem to be the precise mechanism for this 

mutual antagonism between FKBPs (Riggs, 2003). Studies attempting to find 

correlations between the domain structures, its binding partners and 

subcellular protein localization shed some light on the above mechanisms. 

Ligand-binding domain (LBD) of GR determines its cellular localisation (Wan, 

2001). Wild type GR primarily localises in the cytoplasm and associates with 

FKBP51, whereas nuclear progesterone receptor (PR) purifies with FKBP52 with 

in COS-1 cells. However replacing LBD in GR with LBD of PR shifts the 

localization of the chimera to the nucleus where it immunoprecipitates with 

FKBP52 (Banerjee, 2008). In addition FKBP51 chimeras with two point 

mutations (Leu119Pro & Ala116Val) in the hinge region overhanging PPIase 

pocket show potentiation of transcriptional activity of androgen receptor (AR) 

equivalent to wild-type FKBP52 in yeast and mouse cells (Riggs, 2007). This 

suggests the FK1 domain and the hinge region interacting partners determine 

the divergent effects of FKBP51 and FKBP52.  

 

Based on the above findings a model has been proposed in which FKBP51 and 

FKBP52 bind to GR indirectly through their interaction with Hsp90 mediated 

by their TPR domains. This facilitates FK1 domain interaction with the LBD of 

GR to directly influence hormone binding while the linker region serves as the 

interaction surface. Hence the amino acid differences between FK1 domain and 
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the proline rich loop determine the divergent regulation of GR by FKBP51 and 

FKBP52.  

 

1.6 Fkbp5 gene expression and regulation 

 

First human and mouse Fkbp5 genes mapping to chromosome 6 (6p21.31) and 

17 (17A3.3), respectively, were cloned about a decade ago. With 13 exons 

human Fkbp5 spans ~150 kb of genomic DNA. Mouse Fkbp5 on the other hand 

has 11 exons covering ~90 kb genomic DNA. The first two non-coding human 

Fkbp5 exons are absent in mouse Fkbp5. Expression of Fkbp5 is not restricted to 

thymus as proposed initially as it is expressed in numerous tissues including 

various brain regions (Scharf, 2011). Among all the GR co-chaperones, 

regulation of Fkbp5 gene expression remains most widely studied. Partially 

because Fkbp5 was identified as a GC transcriptional target showing abundant 

expression after 1 µM dexamethasone treatment for 4 hours in murine WEHI-

7TG thymoma cells and human C7TK.4 leukemic T cells (Baughman, 1991 & 

1997). GC-induced increase in Fkbp5 mRNA levels is dose-dependent and 

mediated directly through GC receptor since the upregulation is suppressed 

only by co-incubation with 1 µM GC receptor antagonist ORG 34116 and not by 

the protein synthesis inhibitor, 100 µM cycloheximide, in human lymphocyte 

IM-9 cells (Vermeer, 2003). Interestingly asthma patients treated with 

fluticasone had almost 6-fold higher Fkbp5 expression in airway epithelial cells 

compared to placebo group. Basal Fkbp5 expression and fluticasone treatment 
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response negatively correlated in these asthma patients (Woodruff, 2007). 

Together these findings disclosed a novel intracellular ultra-short negative 

feedback regulatory loop for GR that hints towards Fkbp5 regulating GR 

sensitivity.  

 

Finding the molecular mechanism of regulation of Fkbp5 expression involved 

screening its locus for potential presence of glucocorticoid response element 

(GRE). In human leukemic cells, construct containing intron 2 GREs but not the 

Fkbp5 promoter responded to GC in luciferase assay (U, 2004). Similar to GC, 

progestin and androgen also directly induce Fkbp5 gene expression by binding 

to a promiscuous and highly conserved distal hormone response element 

located in intron 5 region (Hubler, 2004; Magee, 2006). How GR and AR binding 

to Fkbp5 distal intronic element could induce transcription was explained using 

chromatin immunoprecipitation analysis in two different studies. Epigenetic 

marks such as histone trimethylation at K4 and K36, previously associated with 

active transcription, confirmed open conformation for transcription by steroid. 

In addition recruitment of SW1/SNF chromatin remodelling complexes to the 

Fkbp5 locus upon steroid binding further opened the chromatin for enhanced 

transcription. Deletion of BRM subunit of the SW1/SNF complex abolishes 

steroid induced Fkbp5 transcription (Makkonen, 2009; Paakinaho, 2010). Hence, 

steroid-induced long-range activation essentially involves looping between 

distal steroid elements and transcription machinery to activate poised Fkbp5 

expression.  
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Influence of genetic and epigenetic elements on Fkbp5 gene expression is also 

rapidly emerging. Several single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) in Fkbp5 

gene are associated with higher FKBP51 protein levels. They have been 

extensively studied owing to their crucial role as a determinant of GR 

sensitivity in psychiatric patients (Binder, 2009). As the name suggests Methyl-

CpG-binding protein 2 (MeCP2) binds to the methylated CpGs and modify 

chromatin to suppress the target gene expression. MeCP2 knockout mice, a 

mouse model of Rett syndrome, show higher basal Fkbp5 expression compared 

to wild-type mice in the absence of transcriptional repressor providing evidence 

of Fkbp5 epigenetic regulation (Urdinguio, 2008). Fkbp5 elevation is 

glucocorticoid-independent since no notable differences in basal glucocorticoid 

levels between wild-type and MeCP2 deficient mice were seen and 

corticosterone implants did not alter MeCP2 binding to methylated CpGs in 

Fkbp5 genomic regions (Nuber, 2005). More studies are needed to clarify the 

above in light of recent experiments demonstrating that plasma corticosterone 

levels exhibit positive correlation with Fkbp5 gene expression and negative 

correlation with the % DNA methylation at two Fkbp5 intron 1 CpG sites in 

blood (Lee, 2011). Corticosterone-induced decrease in Fkbp5 DNA methylation 

was robust in blood and modest in hippocampus and hypothalamus brain 

regions identifying distinct effects on different tissues (Lee, 2010). While still 

unclear, these findings certainly emphasize the complexity of Fkbp5 regulation. 
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1.7 Fkbp5 in stress-related psychiatric disorders  

 

First insights into FKBP51 regulation of GR sensitivity came from New World 

monkeys. Despite of their 50-100 times higher circulating cortisol levels 

compared to humans, these primates lack signs of hypercortisolemia and 

display GR resistance. Molecular studies found that 13-fold higher expression 

of GR co-chaperone, FKBP51, in lymphocytes account for the observed GR 

resistance in these primates. Squirrel monkey FKBP51 expressed in COS-7 cells 

potently inhibited GR raising the median dexamethasone effective 

concentration (EC50) for GR transactivation by 17-fold (Reynolds, 1999; Denny, 

2000; Westberry, 2006). In addition, FKBP51 levels determine how a healthy 

individual copes with the Trier Social Stress Test-induced psychosocial stress. 

Higher FKBP51 in homozygous minor allele carriers of all three Fkbp5 SNPs 

(rs4713916, rs1360780 and rs3800737) showed elevated cortisol levels during 

recovery period and delayed reduction in self-reported anxiety (Ising, 2008). It 

is tempting to speculate that higher FKBP51 reduced GR-mediated effects 

(through the intracellular ultra-short negative feedback loop) and thus impaired 

GR-mediated feedback inhibition of HPA axis in both humans and non-human 

primates. The resulting prolonged hypercortisolemia makes individuals 

vulnerable to stress-related diseases.  

 

Post-traumatic stress disorder is the only psychiatric disorder within DSM-IV 

classification requiring prior trauma experience as a diagnostic criterion. 
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Importantly, not everyone exposed to trauma develops PTSD, suggesting 

interplay between environmental and genetic factors determines one’s 

susceptibility. GR transcriptional target Fkbp5 hypothetically sits in a strategic 

position where Fkbp5 genotype can interact with the environment to determine 

GR regulation of HPA axis. Indeed strong clinical data have emerged 

correlating Fkbp5 genotype with altered GR sensitivity in psychiatric patients 

(Binder, 2009). A study reported significantly lower fasting blood Fkbp5 and 

STAT5B (a GR inhibitor) expression in World Trade Centre survivors later 

diagnosed with PTSD (Yehuda, 2009). Commonly observed GR hypersensitivity 

is consistent with reduced FKBP51 levels in affected individuals. Authors 

hinted towards Fkbp5 as a state marker of PTSD with differential expression 

between control and PTSD subjects determined by risk-related Fkbp5 

polymorphism (Sarapas, 2011). Surprisingly peripheral blood mononuclear cell 

gene expression profiling in trauma survivors at onset and 4 months later, 

identified differential Fkbp5 upregulation following trauma correlated with the 

development of PTSD (Segman, 2005). Also children carrying high induction 

alleles of Fkbp5 polymorphs rs1360780 and rs3800373 showed higher 

peritraumatic dissociation, a PTSD predictor in adults, following medical injury 

(Koenen, 2005). Similarly, 4 out of 8 Fkbp5 polymorphisms tested in around 800 

African-American subjects, interacted with severity of childhood abuse to 

predict the PTSD symptoms in adult life. Genotype alone did not correlate with 

the PTSD emphasizing the interaction between high Fkbp5 induction allele and 

childhood trauma predicted the PTSD (Binder, 2008). Molecular analysis 
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revealed 183 transcripts differentially regulated by PTSD symptom severity, 

and genotype x PTSD interaction resulted in addition of 32 more PTSD 

associated transcripts with Fkbp5 being one of the most significant genes. 

Hence, Fkbp5 genotype-driven differential gene expression pattern can also 

predict the biological subtype of PTSD (Mehta, 2011). Xie et al. partially 

replicated this by reporting that African-American high induction TT 

homozygotes of rs9470080 SNP with a history of childhood adversity are at a 

greater risk of developing PTSD compared to individuals with no childhood 

adversity and European-American ethnicity (Xie, 2010). These studies strongly 

point towards Fkbp5 as a genetic marker of PTSD in African-American 

ethnicity at least.   

 

Fkbp5 genotype has also been implicated in mood disorders associated with 

altered HPA axis activity. Genome-wide analysis to identify SNPs in HPA axis-

related genes associated with depressive symptoms in two different European 

cohorts revealed positive correlation of minor alleles of four Fkbp5 

polymorphisms (rs9470080, rs9394309, rs7748266 and rs1360780) with lower 

saliva cortisol levels and depressive symptoms (Velders, 2011). In 317 nuclear 

families with bipolar pedigree, overrepresentation of Fkbp5 SNP rs4713902 

major allele was significantly associated with the hereditary bipolar depression 

in 554 affected offspring. Association of four SNPs (rs1043805, rs3800373, 

rs9296158 and rs1360780) depended on covariates such as suicide attempts and 

number of depressive episodes (Willour, 2009). Similarly, depressed patients of 
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German ethnicity homozygous for TT genotype at rs1360780 polymorph had 

suffered significantly more depressive episodes compared to other genotypes 

(Binder, 2004). In contrast, another study found overrepresentation of rs1360780 

TT genotype positively associated with the disease status but not the number of 

depressive episodes in the non-Hispanic white patients (Lekman, 2008). These 

findings were replicated with gender specific effects in Swedish (Lavebratt, 

2010) and German population (Zobel, 2010). Interaction of the above genotype 

with environmental factors results in a high number of pronounced behavioural 

and biochemical effects. An additive effect of T allele of rs1360780 SNP on 

insecure-resistant attachment relationship with mother was observed in Dutch 

infants. One or two T allele resulted in higher cortisol reactivity and increased 

stress reactivity in infants (Luijk, 2010). Similarly, German individual carrying 

TT genotype with a history of childhood maltreatment was more vulnerable to 

major depression (Apple, 2011). More homozygous minor allele carriers with 

severe trauma suffered major depression episodes over 10 years compared to 

other genotypes. In particular, CC genotype at rs3800373 and AA genotype at 

rs4713916 significantly lowered the onset of depressive episode in interaction 

with severe trauma. Interestingly rare alleles of Fkbp5 polymorphs have also 

been associated with depressive symptoms in kidney transplant (Shinozaki, 

2011) and HIV patients (Tatro, 2010).  

 

Moreover Fkbp5 make up predicts not just the mood disorder status but also 

the responsiveness to the antidepressant treatment. Among the 8 HPA axis-
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regulating genes studied for polymorphisms, only Fkbp5 SNPs rs1360780, 

rs3800373 and rs4713916 showed significant association with response to the 

anti-depressant treatment at 2 and 5 weeks in two independent samples of 

depressed patients. Despite the lack of differences in basal Fkbp5 mRNA levels 

between all three genotypes of rs1360780, higher FKBP51 protein levels in high 

induction allele TT homozygote accounted for faster treatment response 

irrespective of the treatment class compared to CT heterozygote and CC 

homozygote (Binder, 2004). Other studies also reported the Fkbp5 genotype as 

treatment outcome predictors, although only in Caucasian patients (Lekman, 

2008; Kirchheiner, 2008). However, no such correlation between polymorphism 

and response to treatment was observed in Spanish, Chinese and old-age 

German patients suggesting detailed research needs to be done to identify 

Fkbp5 as a predictor for personalised antidepressant treatment (Papiol, 2007; 

Tsai, 2007; Brent, 2010; Sarginson, 2010). Metaanalysis found only rs1360780 

associated with the treatment response instead of rs3800373 and rs4713916 

(Zou, 2010). Interestingly, the interaction of GG homozygote of GRIK4 (a 

kainate receptor subtype) at rs12800734 and TT homozygote of Fkbp5 at 

rs1360780 can predict the remission to antidepressant treatment (Horstmann, 

2010).   

 

A major concern about psychiatric disorders is suicidal tendencies in affected 

individuals. In a European cohort, treatment-related suicidal events were 

associated with 1360780TT and rs3800373GG variants of Fkbp5 (Brent, 2010).  
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Similar associations were replicated in Japanese patients (Supriyanto, 2011), 

African-American population (Roy, 2010) and outpatients treated with various 

antidepressants (Perroud, 2011). Further, two different studies showed that 

Fkbp5 genotype in interaction with childhood trauma increases the risk of 

suicide attempts in African-Americans subjects (Roy, 2010; Roy, 2012).  

 

Hence, strong evidence supports Fkbp5 role in altered GR sensitivity 

determined by gene x environment interaction. The association of high 

induction risk Fkbp5 allele with disease status, responsiveness to 

antidepressant treatment or suicidal tendencies is rather intriguing since 

psychiatric conditions such as PTSD associate with enhanced GR sensitivity 

(Yehuda, 1991 & 2004b) whilst theoretically higher FKBP51 should lead to GR 

resistance. Indeed, Binder and colleagues, using dexamethasone suppression 

test, confirmed higher FKBP51 levels associated with increased GR resistance in 

high-induction allele carrying healthy individuals and with higher GR 

sensitivity in PTSD patients carrying high-induction risk allele. Taking into 

account that the Fkbp5 genotype alone did not by itself predict the 

susceptibility to PTSD, the authors proposed that Fkbp5 genotype-dependent 

association with GR sensitivity is state-dependent (Binder, 2008). In another 

study, contrary to author’s hypothesis, elevated Fkbp5 transcript and protein 

levels were observed in post-mortem brain tissue of major depressive disorder 

in HIV-infected patients (Tatro, 2009). Consistent with this, aged mice lacking 

Fkbp5 showed resilience to age-related depressive symptoms in tail suspension 
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test and Porsolt forced swim test (O’Leary III, 2011). Fkbp5-/- mice had 

attenuated elevation in cortisol levels in response to pharmacological and 

physiological stress stimuli and lower levels persisted even during recovery 

period compared to wild-type stressed mice (O’Leary III, 2011; Touma, 2011; 

Hartmann, 2011). Hence, mice devoid of Fkbp5 display higher GR sensitivity, 

altered HPA axis activity, active coping behaviour to stress and more 

“protective” phenotype. Although detailed research is inevitable, the 

preliminary findings portray Fkbp5 as a promising therapeutic target for 

psychiatric disorders.   

  

1.8 Aims and Objectives  

 

In situ hybridization revealed serendipitous, abundant expression of 

extracellular serine protease, neuropsin, mRNA in the neurons of limbic regions 

(Chen, 1995) raising curiosity to explore its involvement in the plasticity 

mechanisms underlying stress effects. Indeed, conventional neuropsin-/- mice 

exhibited resistance to stress-induced anxiety in the elevated plus maze and the 

open field tests (Attwood, 2011). Encouraged to investigate the molecular 

mechanisms underlying their anxiolytic phenotype, we compared the 

expression of the amygdalar genes in wild-type and neuropsin-/- mice using 

whole-genome RNA microarrays. Microarray analysis revealed 19 amygdala 

transcripts differentially regulated between naïve wild-type and neuropsin-/- 

mice. Fkbp5 was among them, showing higher basal expression in neuropsin-/- 
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compared to wild-type mice (Attwood, 2011). Further, Fkbp5 also emerged as 

an amygdalar gene most highly upregulated after 6 hours of stress in wild-type 

mice but less dramatically upregulated in neuropsin-/- mice subjected to stress 

(unpublished observation). Therefore, this study was designed to investigate if 

and how differential magnitude of amygdalar Fkbp5 gene and FKBP51 protein 

expression determines behavioural alterations to stressful events.     

 



Chapter 2 

Materials and methods 
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2.1 Animals 

Experiments were performed on three month old male wild-type (C57/BL6J) 

and neuropsin-/- mice. Animals were housed three to five per cage in a colony 

room with a 12 hr light/dark cycle (lights on at 7 AM) with ad libitum access to 

commercial chow and tap water. The use of mice for our experiments was 

approved by the Home Office and by the University of Leicester Ethical 

Committee. 

 
2.2 Neuropsin-/- mice genotyping 

Neuropsin-/- mice were generated and generously gifted by Professor Sadao 

Shiosaka (Nara Institute of Science & Technology; Japan). Briefly global 

neuropsin-/- mice have exons 1-3 of neuropsin gene, containing the protease 

active site, replaced by a neomycin resistance cassette. Mice have been tested 

positively for the lack of full-length neuropsin transcript and proteolytic 

activity (Hirata, 2001). Imported neuropsin-/- mice were backcrossed to in-

house wild-type mice for 12 generations to avoid genetic background 

variations. Genomic DNA extraction for genotyping involved incubating ear 

samples in 100 µl lysis buffer (30 mM NaOH + 2 mM EDTA) for 25 minutes at 

75 ºC followed by subsequent neutralization with 100 µl neutralisation buffer 

(40 mM Tri-HCl pH 4.5). Extracted DNA from all the offspring was analyzed by 

PCR using Mangomix (Bioline) and following primers: wild-type sense 

(GCCTTTCCTGACCACTCTAA), antisense (GCACCGTGACCTTCAAA) and 

neo-sense (GGCTTCTCTGAGGCGGAAAGAA).  



Figure 2.1 Agarose gel electrophoresis of genotyping PCR products. PCR 
analysis of genomic DNA was performed with specific primers. Neuropsin-/- 
mice (sample 2, -/-) resulted in a 400 bp PCR product and wild types (sample 
1, +/+) generated a 1000 bp product while both bands were clearly evident in 
heterozygotes (sample 3, +/-). WT, wild type; KO, knockout.  
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PCR cycles were the following: 96° for 5 min; 96° C for 30 s, 55°C for 30 s, 72°C 

for 3 min, for 35 cycles; final extension at 72°C for 1 min. The size of amplified 

PCR products on 1% agarose gel indicated the genotype as shows in Figure 2.1.  

 

2.3 Restraint stress 

Mice were kept undisturbed for at least one week in their home cage prior to 

the experiment to avoid unfamiliar environment stress. Restraint stress was 

induced by immobilizing mice in wire mesh tubes, with the diameter of about 

the animal’s body size, secured at the head and the tail end with clips in their 

home cages. Restraint stress was conducted during the light period of the 

circadian cycle. For recovery, mice were removed from the restrainers and put 

back in their home cages.  

 

2.4 Dissection & pooling of amygdala tissue 

Amygdala was dissected from a thick coronal slice, -0.94 to -2.18 mm relative to 

Bregma, obtained using the brain matrix (Stoelting), as shown in Figure 2.2. 

Right and left amygdala from each animal was pooled together and studied as a 

single animal (n) throughout the project.  

 

 

 

 



Figure 2.2 Graphical presentation of amygdala dissection. Coronal 
view of mouse brain at 1.8 mm posterior to Bregma (Adapted from 
Mouse Brain atlas by Paxinos & Franklin). Red lines indicate cuts made 
to dissect the amygdala.   
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2.5 Primer design and validation 

Fkbp5 exon sequences were obtained from the ENSEMBLE database. Primers 

were designed using Primer3 software with following specific parameters: the 

length of the product between 70 and 120 bp, the melting temperature between 

58 °C and 60 °C, the GC content between 45% and 58%, a maximum self-

complementarity of 4 and a CG clamp of 1 (Kubista, 2006). Each primer was 

then plotted against itself and against the second primer using Operon software 

to identify any potential hairpin or primer-dimers formation, respectively.  

 

Hairpins were defined as two sets of four consecutive bases complementary on 

same primer and primer-dimers as four consecutive complementary bases on 

two primers. Fkbp5 primers (Table 2.1 below) were then blasted against the 

mouse genome using nucleotide-nucleotide blast (NCBI Blast) to analyse their 

specificity for Fkbp5 gene. Custom-made oligos were purchased from 

Invitrogen.   
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Figure 2.3 Primer efficiency calculation curve and agarose gel 
electrophoresis of qRT-PCR products. A qRT-PCR reaction was set up using 

serial dilutions of cDNA as the reaction template and primer pair designed to 

amplify exon 9 region of Fkbp5 molecule. (A) Ct values are plotted against the 

logarithm of the serial cDNA dilutions. Slope of the curve’s trendline is 

determined to calculate the primer efficiency using formula (Kubista, 2006). 

Efficiency = 10-1/slope 

For this set of primers, the slope is -3.251 and therefore the efficiency is 2.0305 

(or 103.05%). (B) qRT-PCR products were electrophoresed on 1% agarose gel. 

Single band of the predicted size for each reaction confirmed that primers 

specifically amplify the targeted Fkbp5 exon 9 region.  
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Figure 2.4 Representative melting curve analysis. To confirm absence of 
undesired DNA products, primer-dimer artefacts and residual DNA 
contamination (A) fluorescence intensity against temperature and (B) negative 
first derivative of fluorescence against temperature were plotted. 
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In order to calculate the efficiency of the designed Fkbp5 primer pair a qRT-

PCR reaction was set up using serially diluted cDNA samples as templates. Ct 

values were plotted against the logarithm of dilution factors to generate a 

standard curve as shown in Figure 2.3A. For Fkbp5 primers, slope of the curve 

amounted to -3.251, equivalent to the reaction efficiency of 103.05%. 

Additionally, qRT-PCR products were electrophoresed on agarose gel to ensure 

the specificity of the primers. To rule out a possibility of unspecific and 

undesired gene amplification taking place in the “stress” samples, qRT-PCR 

products from stressed mice were analysed. A single band of the expected ≈ 

86bp size in the gel image (Figure 2.3B) confirms primers specifically amplify 

exon 9 region of the Fkbp5 molecule.  

 

Fluorescent dye SYBR green was used in our qRT-PCR reactions to measure 

signal intensity. The dye binds to the double stranded DNA and dissociates as 

the melting temperature is approached resulting in a rapid drop of fluorescence 

(Figure 2.4A). The dye also binds to any undesired primer-dimer products and 

may lead to erroneous findings (Kubista, 2006). Each product has a unique 

melting point and hence the number of peaks on negative first derivative of 

fluorescence against temperature plot reflects the number of qRT-PCR 

products. A single peak (Figure 2.4B) confirmed absence of any primer-dimer 

and residual DNA in the reactions.  
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2.6 Quantitative reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction 

(qRT-PCR)  

Control and stressed mice were anaesthetized intraperitoneally using sodium 

pentobarbital and transcardially perfused with ice-cold phosphate buffered 

saline (PBS). Dissected amygdala tissues were stored in RNA later at -20 ºC 

until further processing. Total RNA was extracted using RNeasy Lipid Tissue 

Mini kit (QIAgen) according to the manufacturer’s instruction. RNA was 

treated with RNAse-free DNAse to remove any genomic DNA contamination. 

RNA quantity and quality (A260/280 > 1.80) were measured using NanoDrop 

ND-1000 Spectrophotometer (Nanodrop Technologies). Following the 

manufacturer's instructions, 1 μg of total RNA from each extraction was used as 

the template for reverse-transcription with Superscript III (Invitrogen) using 

oligo (dT) primers in a total reaction volume of 20 μl. Each cDNA sample was 

assayed in triplicate wells containing 10 µl of SYBR Green Master Mix (Bio-

Rad), 2 µl of cDNA, 250 nM of each Fkbp5 primers (see table below) and 

nuclease free water to a volume of 20 µl per reaction.  

 

                                          Table 2.1 List of qRT-PCR primers    

Primer Sequence 
Fkbp5 forward ATTTGATTGCCGAGATGTG 
Fkbp5 reverse TCTTCACCAGGGCTTTGTC 
β-actin forward GATTACTGCTCTGGCTCCTAGCA 
β-actin reverse GCCACCGATCCACACAGAGT 

GAPDH forward GCACAGTCAAGGCCGAGAAT 
GAPDH reverse GCCTTCTCCATGGTGGTGAA 
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The PCR was performed using Chromo4/PTC-200 thermal cycler (MJ Research) 

under the following cycles: 95° for 15 min; 94° C for 15 s, 55°C for 30 s, 72°C for 

30 s, for 40 cycles; final extension at 72°C for 1 min. A melting curve analysis 

was performed to assess the specificity of the reaction as described above. 

Control reaction was performed without DNA template and also with non-

reverse transcribed RNA as the template. The expression of the gene of interest 

was normalized against the Ct value for β-actin.  

 
2.7 Stereotaxic injections 

Neuropsin-/- mice were intraperitoneally anaesthetized with 

ketamine/xylazine (100 and 10mg/kg, respectively), placed in stereotaxic 

apparatus and bilaterally implanted with stainless steel guide cannulae (26 

gauge; Plastics One) aimed above the basolateral complex of the amygdala 

(1.5mm posterior to Bregma, 3.5mm lateral and 4.0mm ventral). The cannulae 

were secured in place with dental cement. Dummy cannulae were inserted into 

all implanted cannulae to maintain patency. After a week dummy cannulae 

were replaced with the injection cannulae (projecting 0.75mm from the tip of 

the guide cannulae to reach the basolateral complex of the amygdala) and the 

mice were injected with either 1 µl of 50 nM recombinant neuropsin (R&D) or 

vehicle followed by six hours of restraint stress in transparent plexiglass tubes. 

RNA was extracted from the amygdala, reverse transcribed and Fkbp5 

transcript levels measured using qRT-PCR as described in 2.5. Accuracy of the 
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injection site and the cannulae placement has been histologically visualised 

after a small volume of bromophenol blue injection (Attwood, 2011).  

 
2.8 Plasma corticosterone levels 

Wild type and neuropsin-/- mice were subjected to 30 mins of stress followed 

by 0 min, 90 mins, 6 hours and 12 hours of recovery period. Animals were 

euthanized by cervical dislocation and after rapid decapitation, the trunk blood 

was collected in anti-coagulant (acid-citrate-dextrose) coated tubes. Whole 

blood was centrifuged for 15 minutes at 4°C and 3500 rpm to isolate plasma for 

corticosterone level measurement in triplicates using Corticosterone EIA kit 

(Cayman) according to the manufacturer’s instruction. 

 

2.9 Amygdala neuronal cultures 

Primary amygdala neuronal cultures were prepared from one day old postnatal 

C57/BL6 J wild type pulps. Following decapitation, removed brains were 

placed ventral side up and a coronal slice was prepared by cutting anterior and 

posterior to the diencephalon. A diagonal cut was then made along the lateral 

fissure, a horizontal cut was made just below the fimbria of the hippocampus 

and the amygdala was dissected out by peeling away the cortex and placed into 

a petri-dish containing sterile HIB buffer (120 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 25 mM 

HEPES, 9.1 mM Glucose, pH7.4) for preparation of primary amygdala cultures 

(Kasckow, 1997). Tissue was chopped using a sterilised scalpel blade into 2mm 

sections, transferred into 30ml container and excess of HIB buffer was 

aspirated. Next, 5mg of protease (Type XIV; Sigma) and 5mg of thermolysin 
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(Type X; Sigma) were added to 10ml HIB buffer in a 30ml tube (digestion 

mixture). Chopped amygdala pieces were incubated in digestion mixture for 30 

minutes at room temperature (RT). Digestion solution was replaced by 3ml of 

Hank’s buffered salt solution (HBSS;; Gibco) containing 40 µg/ml DNAse. The 

mixture was triturated using a glass pipette, centrifuged at 250g for 3 minutes 

and then resuspended in 3 ml of plating medium [Neurobasal A medium, 10% 

fetal bovine serum, 2mM glutamax, 2% B-27 supplement and 5 ml Penicillin-

Streptomycin (Gibco)] and centrifuged again at 250 g for 3 minutes. 

Subsequently the pellet was resuspended in a small volume of plating medium 

and 20-30 µl droplets containing approximately 2 x 105 cells, obtained from two 

to three pups, were added to the centre of poly-D-lysine (Sigma) coated 30mm 

glass coverslips in 6 wells plate. An hour later further 2 ml of plating medium 

was gently added to each coverslip. Cells were maintained at 37 °C in a 

humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2/95% air. After 24 hours, plating medium 

was replaced with 5 µM cytosine B-D-arabinofuranoside (Ara-C; Sigma) 

supplemented plating medium to preferentially inhibit proliferation of non-

neuronal cells. Morphological and histological characterisation revealed 

neuronal phenotype of around 85% of cells and glial phenotype of the 

remaining cells in Ara-C treated cultures (Greene, 1977; Shemer, 1987). Another 

24 hours later, medium was changed with maintainance medium [serum-free 

Neurobasal A medium supplemented with B27 (Gibco)]. Cells were maintained 

in the maintenance medium for 11-16 days in vitro (DIV) with half of the 

medium being changed with fresh medium every 3-4 days. Neurons were 
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treated with vehicle, corticosterone, corticosterone + neuropsin, corticosterone + 

anti-EphB2 antibody, corticosterone + neuropsin + anti-EphB2 antibody or 

NMDA + glycine for six hours before being harvested and used as a source of 

mRNA. Final concentration of each drug in 1 ml volume is as follow: 

corticosterone 10 nM (Cayman); neuropsin 50 nM (R&D); anti-EphB2 antibody 

2 µg/ml (R&D); NMDA 100µM (Sigma); glycine 10 µM (Sigma). To block 

EphB2, neurons were treated with anti-EphB2 antibody 10 min before the 

experiment. RNA was extracted using RNeasy micro kit (Qiagen), reverse 

transcribed and Fkbp5 mRNA levels quantified using qRT-PCR as mentioned in 

2.6. 

 

2.10 Western blotting 

Mice were anaesthetized with sodium pentobarbital and transcardially 

perfused with ice-cold phosphate buffered saline containing protease inhibitors 

(PBS + PI). The amygdalae from approximately 2 mm thick slice were dissected 

using a brain matrix (Stoelting). Tissue samples were homogenized in RIPA 

buffer (150mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 50mM 

Tris, 10mM sodium fluoride, 1mM sodium orthovanadate, complete Roche 

protease inhibitors, pH 8). Protein concentration was measured using the 

Bradford method (Pierce kit) and adjusted to 2 mg/ml. Samples were mixed 

with an equal volume of 2x standard loading buffer (20% glycerol, 4% SDS, 

0.004% bromophenol blue & 10% 2-mercaptoethanol) and denatured at 100°C 

for 5 min. 40 µg (20 μl) of sample proteins per lane was separated by sodium 
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dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE; 8% gel, 120V 

for 90 min) and then transferred (100V for 60 min) onto a Hybond ECL 

nitrocellulose membrane (Amersham Biosciences). A dual-colour protein ladder 

(7μl per lane; Bio-Rad) was used adjacent to sample lanes to check protein 

transfer onto the nitrocellulose membrane and later for determining molecular 

weight of detected bands. Membranes were blocked for 1h at RT using 5% dry 

skimmed milk in Tris-buffered saline (10mM Tris, 100mM NaCl) with 0.1% 

Tween-20 (TBS-T; pH 7.6). After washing 3x 10 min in TBS-T, membranes were 

incubated overnight at 4°C with primary antibody diluted in TBS-T containing 

either 5% dry skimmed milk (for FKBP51, calpain, vimentin and EphA4) or 2% 

BSA (Sigma) (for CREB, phospho-Akt(S473) and total Akt). Primary antibodies 

used (and dilutions) were rabbit anti-FKBP51 (1:250; Abcam), rabbit anti-

calpain (1:2000; Abcam), goat anti-mouse vimentin (1:2000; Abcam), mouse 

anti-EphA4 receptor (1:1000; Zymed), rabbit anti-CREB (1:1000; Cell Signalling), 

rabbit anti-phospho-Akt(S473) (1:1000; Cell Signalling) and rabbit anti-total Akt 

(1:500; Cell Signalling). Next morning membranes were washed 3x 10 min in 

TBS-T and incubated with appropriate horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-

conjugated anti-rabbit, anti-goat or anti-mouse secondary antibody (1:1000; 

Vector labs) in TBS-T with 5% dry skimmed milk for an hour at RT. Followed 

by washing for 8 x 15 min and signal development using Western Blotting 

Luminol Reagent (Santa Cruz). Membranes were stripped using Restore™ 

Western Blot Stripping Buffer (Pierce) and re-blotted using mouse anti-β-actin 

antibody (1:2500; Sigma; 1h, RT) followed by an anti-mouse HRP conjugated 
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antibody (1:1000; Vector labs; 1h, RT) to normalize the results. Phospho-

Akt(S473) immunostained membranes were stripped and re-blotted for total 

Akt to normalise the results. Scion Image (Scion Corporation) software was 

used to measure the relative signal intensities of the bands on western blots.    

 

2.11 Immunohistochemistry 

Wild-type C57/BL6J mice were anaesthetized by injecting sodium pentobarbital 

intraperitoneally and perfused transcardially with ice-cold 4% PBS + PI 

followed by ice-cold 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA; Sigma). The brains were 

removed whole and fixed in 4% PFA overnight at 4°C and then transferred to 

PBS for 5 hours before sectioning. Free-floating 70 µm thick coronal brain 

sections were cut in cold PBS, on a Campden Instruments Vibroslice HA752 

manual vibrating blade microtome. The sections were washed in PBS and pre-

incubated for 4 hours at room temperature with normal goat serum (1:500, 

company) in PBS-T (PBS, 0.5% bovine serum albumin and 0.02% Triton X-100). 

All primary and secondary antisera were diluted in PBS-T buffer. Sections were 

then incubated overnight at 4ºC with primary rabbit anti-FKBP51 (1:200, 

Abcam) and mouse monoclonal anti-neuronal nuclei (NeuN; 1:200, Chemicon) 

antibodies. Next day, sections were washed for 7-8 hours in PBS-T and then 

incubated overnight at 4ºC with goat anti-rabbit AlexaFluor 488 (green; 1:500, 

Molecular Probes) and donkey anti-mouse AlexaFluor 594 (red; 1:500, 

Molecular Probes) secondary antibodies. Sections were then washed 4x 10min 
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in PBS-T followed by 1x 30min in PBS, then mounted onto glass slides using 

Vectamount medium (Vector Laboratories). Sections in which primary 

antibodies were omitted served as controls. The sections were examined with a 

Zeiss LSM 5 Exciter laser scanning confocal microscope and magnified (4x and 

64x) images taken using Zeiss Axiovision software.   

 

 

2.12 Subcellular fractionation 

Mice were anaesthetized with sodium pentobarbital and transcardially 

perfused with ice-cold phosphate buffered saline containing protease inhibitors 

(PBS + PI). Amygdalae dissected from both the control and stressed wild-type 

mice were fractionated using Cellular Protein Fractionation Kit (Perkin Elmer) 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Protein concentration in each 

fraction was measured using the Bradford method (Pierce kit) and adjusted to 2 

mg/ml. Fractionation purity was verified by western blot analysis of cytosol, 

membrane/organelle, nuclear and cytoskeletal proteins for their selective 

markers calpain, EphA4, CREB and vimentin, respectively. Equal amounts (2 

mg) of cytosol, membrane/organelle and cytoskeletal fractions together 

comprised and were treated as cytoplasmic fraction. Cytoplasmic and nuclear 

FKBP51 levels were measured using western blot technique as described above. 

To normalize subcellular FKBP51 expression, cytoplasmic and nuclear 

membranes were stripped and re-blotted with an antibody against markers 

calpain and CREB, respectively. Scion Image software was used to measure the 

intensity of the bands.   
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2.13 Fkbp5-GFP cloning 

Fkbp5 cDNA, originally cloned into pCMV-SPORT6 vector (Open Biosystems), 

was PCR amplified using Velocity DNA polymerase (Bioline). Amplification 

primers (Forward primer: ACGTGAATTCCGGCGACAGGTCTTCTACTTA 

and Reverse primer ACGTGGATCCGTGGCGCAGCGCGATACATGG) were 

designed such that the amplified Fkbp5 cDNA had stop codon mutated to non-

functional state and restriction sites EcoRI and BamHI inserted at 5’ and 3’ end, 

respectively, for subcloning into pEGFP-N1 plasmid (Clontech) (Figure 2.5A).  

 

PCR cycles were the following: 98° for 2 min; 98° C for 30 s, 57°C for 30 s, 72°C 

for 45 s, for 35 cycles; final extension at 72°C for 5 min. PCR product was 

separated on 1% agarose gel and visualized using SYBR Safe dye (Invitrogen) 

and the Safe Imager blue light transilluminator system (Invitrogen). The band 

corresponding to the desired product size was cut from the gel and cleaned 

using the Gel Extraction kit (Qiagen). Fkbp5 insert was then cut with BamHI 

and EcoRI enzymes (New England Biolabs) for 2 hours at 37°C using the 

following restriction reaction: 10 µl of each purified PCR product; 3 µl of 10x 

EcoRI restriction buffer; 3 µl of 1 mg/mL BSA; 10 U of each restriction enzyme 

and nuclease free water to yield a final reaction volume of 30 µl (Figure 2.5B). 

pEGFP-N1 vector was also cut in the same manner but with the addition of 5 U 

of CIP (Calf Intestinal Alkaline Phosphatase, New England Biolabs) to avoid 

vector recircularization. Following incubation, the products were separated on 

a 1% agarose gel and the bands corresponding to the Fkbp5 insert and the  
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Figure 2.5 Cloning of Fkbp5 into pEGFP-N1 vector. Fkbp5 cDNA was cloned 
into mammalian GFP expression vector pEGFP-N1 to express GFP-tagged 
FKBP51. (A) Primers designed to PCR amplify Fkbp5 cDNA mutated stop 
codon to non-functional state and inserted EcoRI site at 5’ end and BamHI site 
at 3’ end. (B) Amplified Fkbp5 insert (lane 1, 1432bp) and pEGFP-N1 vector 
(lane 2, 4733bp) were double digested with EcoRI and BamHI to generate 
sticky ends and digested products were agarose gel purified for ligation. (C) 
Schematic map of Fkbp5 cDNA cloned into the pEGFP-N1 vector. (D) 
Randomly picked bacterial colonies were tested for the correct insertion of 
Fkbp5 cDNA into the vector. Plasmids were double digested with BamHI and 
EcoRI enzymes and electrophoresed on 1% agarose gel.  
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linearized vector were gel purified. Ligation of insert (PCR product) with the 

vector (pcDNA3) was performed using the Rapid DNA Ligation Kit 

(Fermentas) and using a vector: insert ratio of 1:5 for 30 min at 16°C. The 

ligation reaction mixture contained 50 ng of linearized vector; 5 fold molar 

excess of DNA insert; 4 µl Rapid ligation buffer; 4 U T4 DNA ligase and 

nuclease free water to yield a final reaction volume of 20 µl.  

 
Ligation products (Figure 2.5C) were transformed using XL10-Gold 

Ultracompetent Cells (Stratagene). Briefly 5 μl of ligation reaction was added to 

a 50 μl aliquot of competent cells thawed on ice for 10 minutes and incubated on 

ice for a further 30 minutes. The mixture was heat-shocked for 30 seconds at 

42°C and then placed on ice for 2 min. The mixture was then incubated at 37°C 

in 0.5 ml of super optimal broth medium with catabolite repression (SOC; 

Invitrogen) for an hour with shaking at 250 rpm. 100 μl of transformed cells 

were plated on lysogeny broth (LB) agar Petri dishes supplemented with 100 

μg/ml kanamycin and left in a 37 ºC incubator overnight. Colonies grown on 

Petri dishes were picked with sterile tips and grown in tubes containing 6 ml LB 

Broth and 100 μg/ml kanamycin overnight on a 37 ºC shaker at 250 rpm. The 

plasmid DNA then extracted using Plasmid Mini Prep Columns (Qiagen) was 

screened for the presence of the Fkbp5 insert by BamHI & EcoRI double 

digestion, as described above. Positive constructs containing Fkbp5 cDNA 

displayed two bands on 1% agarose gel: Fkbp5 insert band (1.4kb) and pEGFP-

N1 vector band (4.7kb) (Figure 2.5D). All the positive constructs were 

sequenced at the Protein Nucleic Acid Chemistry Laboratory, Leicester. 
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Sequencing traces were compared with the reference sequence using FinchTV 

(PerkinElmer) and error free clones were chosen for expression.  

 

2.14 Mouse neuroblastoma N2a cell cultures and transfection 

Mouse neuroblastoma N2a cells (generously gifted by Dr. L. Miguel Martins; 

MRC Toxicology Unit, Leicester) were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified eagle 

medium (DMEM; with L-glutamine; Gibco) supplemented with 10% fetal 

bovine serum (FBS; Gibco), 50 units/ml penicillin (Invitrogen) and 50 μg/ml 

streptomycin (Invitrogen) and maintained at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere 

of 5% CO2/ 95% air.  

 

Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) was used to transiently transfect N2a cells 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions at around 85-90% confluence. For 

each 1 ml of medium in the culture vessel, 1.6 µg Fkbp5-GFP construct DNA 

and 4 µl Lipofectamine at an optimized 1:2.5 ratio of DNA:Lipofectamine was 

used to achieve maximum transfection efficiency and minimum cytotoxicity. 

During transfection, plating DMEM medium was changed with serum- and 

antibiotics-free DMEM medium. Working culture volume determined DNA 

and Lipofectamine were each diluted in 50 µl of Opti-MEM® Reduced Serum 

Medium (Gibco) and incubated for 5 min at RT before being combined, gently 

mixed and incubated for a further 20 min at RT. The complexed mixture (100 µl) 

was then added to a single well for 4-6 hours, after which the medium was 

replaced with plating DMEM medium.  
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Figure 2.6 Validation of Fkbp5-GFP construct. Mouse neuroblastoma N2a 
cells were transfected with Fkbp5-GFP construct using Lipofectamine 2000 
at around 85-90% confluence. (A) Cells were imaged 48 hours later and 
ratio of GFP positive cells/total cells was calculated to estimate 
transfection efficiency. Representative 4 times magnified transmitted light 
and GFP images are depicted. (B) Whole cell RIPA lysate was blotted for 
FKBP51 to confirm expression of GFP-tagged FKBP51.  
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N2a cells cultured on polystyrene Petri-dish (Nunclone, 56.7 cm2) in 10 ml 

medium were transiently transfected with 16 µg Fkbp5-GFP construct and 40 µl 

Lipofectamine as above. Transmitted light and GFP images (Figure 2.6A; 4x 

magnification) of cells 48 hours post transfection taken using Nikon TE2000 

inverted fluorescence microscope shows more than 80% transfection efficiency. 

Transfected cells were trypsinized, pelleted and solubilized in ice-cold RIPA 

buffer (150mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 50mM 

Tris, 10mM sodium fluoride, 1mM sodium orthovanadate, complete Roche 

protease inhibitors, pH 8), sonicated (5 × 10 seconds at full power) briefly on ice 

and extracts cleared by centrifuging at 3,500 rpm for 10 min at 4°C. Western blot 

analysis, using rabbit anti-FKBP51 (1:250; Abcam) antibody, of whole cell 

lysates confirmed presence of two separate bands at 51 kDa and ≈79 kDa 

corresponding to native and GFP-tagged FKBP51 proteins, respectively (Figure 

2.6B).  

 

2.15 FKBP51 in vitro translocation experiment 

N2a cells at high confluence grow to form several layers. Therefore transfecting 

N2a cells at around 85% confluence although results in higher transfection 

efficiency, makes it difficult to image individual transfected cells. To overcome 

this problem, cells cultured on uncoated glass coverslips (30 mm; Menzel) in 6 

well multidishes (Nunc), were transiently transfected at 50–70% confluence in 2 

ml medium with 3.2 µg Fkbp5-GFP construct and 8 µl Lipofectamine 2000 as 

mentioned in 2.13. Transfected cells, 48 hours later, were imaged to study 

FKBP51 cellular distribution, untreated or after 6 hours of treatment with 1 µM 
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dexamethasone in the medium or next morning after 18 hours of recovery 

during which 1 µM dexamethasone containing medium was replaced after 6 

hours with steroid free fresh medium. During all the treatment and imaging 

procedures cells were maintained at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% 

CO2/ 95% air. GFP signal in live cells, indicating localization of tagged FKBP51, 

was visualised in a Zeiss LSM 5 Exciter laser scanning confocal microscope and 

images taken using Zeiss Axiovision software. Cytoplasmic and nuclear GFP 

signal intensity for each cell was measured using ImageJ software. Data were 

collected from 4 different coverslips and approximate 150 individual cells 

representing different regions of each coverslip. 

2.16 Chromatin immunoprecipitation 

Mice were anaesthetized with sodium pentobarbital and transcardially 

perfused with ice-cold phosphate buffered saline containing protease inhibitors 

(PBS + PI). Wild type control and stressed mice amygdala tissue was chopped 

using razor blades and cross linked in 1% PFA at RT for 15 minutes followed by 

wash with 0.125M glycine to stop the cross linking reaction. Tissue samples 

were centrifuged at 720 rpm, 4°C for 5 minutes and wash buffer discarded. Pre-

chilled Dounce homogenizer was used to homogenize the tissue, around 25 

strokes per sample, in lysis buffer (10mM Tris-HCL pH 7.5, 10mM NaCl, 3mM 

MgCl2 & 0.5% NP-40) followed by 10 minutes incubation on ice. Homogenates 

were then centrifuged at 4°C, 3000 rpm for 10 minutes and the resulting nuclear 

pellet was resuspended in FA lysis buffer (50mM HEPES-KOH pH7.5, 140mM 

NaCl, 1mM EDTA pH8, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS 
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and protease inhibitors). Released chromatin in FA lysates was sonicated for 9 x 

30 sec pulses at 60% of maximum power using Branson Digital Sonifier to get 

an average fragment size of < 500bp (Figure 2.7). Throughout the sonication 

process samples were maintained on ice and samples were let to cool down for 

a minute between each pulse to avoid degradation of chromatin by heat 

generated during sonication pulse. Sonicated samples were centrifuged for 30 

seconds at 4°C, 8000g to pellet cell debris and DNA concentration in the clear 

supernatant was measured using Nanodrop-1000. Approximately 25 µg of 

sonicated chromatin was incubated with 40 µl of protein G sepharose beads 

(pre-cleared with single stranded 75 ng/μl herring sperm DNA and 0.1 μg/μl 

BSA for 30 minutes at RT on orbital shaker, GE healthcare) and 2 µg of 

immunoprecipitating antibody, overnight with rotation at 4°C.  

Each sample was immunoprecipitated with antibodies against FKBP51 

(Abcam), negative control rabbit IgG (Sigma) and positive control CREB (Cell 

Signalling). Next morning the beads were washed three times with 1 ml wash 

buffer (0.1% SDS, 1% Triton X-100, 2mM EDTA pH8, 150mM NaCl & 20mM 

Tris-HCl pH 8) and once with 1 ml final wash buffer (0.1% SDS, 1% Triton X-

100, 2mM EDTA pH 8, 150mM NaCl, 20mM Tris-HCl pH 8). Washed beads 

were twice eluted with 150 µl of elution buffer (1% SDS, 100mM NaHCO3) for 

15 minutes at 30°C on rotator. Following addition of 10 µl of 5M NaCl, 

combined eluates were reverse cross-linked at 65°C for 5 hours with shaking. 

Next, proteins in eluates were digested with 20 μg Proteinase K for 1 hr at 55°C 

and presence of any DNA fragments was examined on 1% agarose gel.    



 
Figure 2.7 Shearing genomic DNA. Sonication of paraformaldehyde cross-
linked chromatin in amygdala homogenates yielded DNA fragments of 
average <500bp on agarose gel.  
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Figure 2.8 Representative landmarks of mouse skull. Red dots indicate the 
injection site (coordinates: 1.7 mm posterior to bregma and 3.5 mm lateral 
from the midline) referred from Mouse Brain atlas by Paxinos & Franklin. B, 
Bregma; L, Lambda; SS, Sagittal suture; CS, Coronal suture.  
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2.17 FKBP51 pull down assay 

N2a cells grown in polystyrene T175 flasks (Nunclone, 175 cm2) in 30 ml 

medium were transiently transfected at 85-90% confluence with 48 µg Fkbp5-

GFP construct and 120 µl Lipofectamine 2000. Cells were treated for 6 hours 

with either vehicle (sterile PBS) or 1 µM dexamethasone, 48 hours after 

transfection. To prepare cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions, cells were 

trypsinized, pelleted, resuspended in ice-cold swelling buffer (10mM HEPES 

pH 7.9, 1.5mM MgCl2, 10mM KCl, 0.5mM DTT and protease inhibitors) for 5 

minutes and nuclei released using a pre-chilled Dounce homogenizer (20 

strokes with a tight pestle). Dounced cells were centrifuged at 228 g for 5 

minutes at 4°C to pellet nuclei. The supernatant was cleared (2800 g for 10 

minutes at 4°C to pellet any solids) and retained as the cytoplasmic fraction. 

The nuclear pellet was resuspended in low sucrose buffer (0.25M sucrose & 

10mM MgCl2) and layered over a cushion of high sucrose buffer (0.88M sucrose 

& 0.5mM MgCl2) and centrifuged at 2800 g for 10 minutes at 4°C. The resulting 

cleaner nuclear pellet was resuspended in RIPA buffer, briefly sonicated (5 × 10 

seconds at full power) and cleared (2800 g for 10 minutes at 4°C to pellet any 

solids).   

 

For pull down, PBS and dexamethasone treated cytoplasmic and nuclear 

fractions were pre-cleared using 1 µg mouse IgG (Sigma) before incubation with 

5 µg of either mouse IgG or mouse anti-GFP antibody (Roche) for an hour at 

4°C. The samples were then incubated with protein G-sepharose beads (5x PBS 
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+ PI washed; GE) overnight. Next morning beads were washed 5x with PBS + 

PI before being mixed with an equal volume of 2x standard loading buffer (20% 

glycerol, 4% SDS, 0.004% bromophenol blue and 10% 2-mercaptoethanol) and 

denaturated at 100°C for 5 min. Samples, in equal parts, were loaded on and 

separated on two different 8% SDS-PAGE gels at 120V with one 

electrophoresed for 90 minutes and the other for 15 minutes. A dual-colour 

protein ladder (7μl per lane; Bio-Rad) was used adjacent to sample lanes to 

determine molecular weight of bands. After electrophoresis, the gels were fixed 

in 7% glacial acetic acid in 40% (v/v) methanol solution of for an hour. Brilliant 

Blue G Colloidal (Sigma) was used as the protein staining suspension, into 

which the gel was placed for 1.5 hours. The gel was destained with 10% acetic 

acid in 25% (v/v) methanol for 60 seconds with shaking, rinsed with 25% 

methanol  (which was discarded), then destained with 25% methanol overnight.  

 

Gels electrophoresed for 90 minutes was used to visualize the purified proteins 

whereas the entire sample lanes were excised from the gel electrophoresed for 

15 minutes and sent to Protein Nucleic Acid Chemistry Laboratory (University 

of Leicester) for peptide mass fingerprinting. Briefly, lanes were in-gel trypsin 

digested (Speicher, 2000) and proteolytic peptide fragments were analyzed by 

MALDI-ToF mass spectrometry using a Voyager DE-STR MALDI-ToF mass 

spectrometer (Applied Biosystems). The resulting MALDI-ToF spectrum 

peptide masses were searched against NCBInr mus musculus protein database 

using MASCOT (Matrix Science). Mass spectrometry data for all samples were 
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loaded into the Scaffold (Proteome Software) for comparison and visualization. 

Proteins with two or more unique peptides of 95% significance were filtered 

and considered statistically significant identifications (Appendix I). 

 

2.18 Lentiviral Fkbp5 gene silencing 

Wild-type mice were intraperitoneally anaesthetized with ketamine/xylazine 

(100 and 10mg/kg, respectively), placed in stereotaxic apparatus and bilaterally 

injected with SMART vector 2.0 lentiviral shRNA technology (Dharmacon) to 

silence Fkbp5 gene in the amygdala. Three different targeting constructs 

equipped with human cytomegalovirus (hCMV) promoter and turboGFP 

reporter genes were tested. First, 0.3 µl of the lentivirus was injected at a point 

1.7mm posterior to Bregma, 3.5mm lateral from the midline and 4.4mm ventral 

at 200 nl min-1 using the Nanofil syringe with a 33-gauge needle through an 

UMP-3.1 micropump (all from World Precision Instruments) mounted on 

Stoelting stereotaxic frame (Figure 2.8). After 5 min the needle was lowered to 

5mm ventral and another 0.3 µl of the virus injected. The needle remained in 

place for another 5 min to prevent the backflow, slowly removed and the skin 

closed with Vetbond (3M). After two-week recovery, the region specificity of 

lentiviral injections was verified histologically by direct observation of the turbo 

GFP fluorescence on consecutive coronal sections spanning the amygdala using 

a Zeiss LSM5 Exciter confocal microscope (Figure 2.9). Amygdalae were 

dissected from stressed mice to determine in vivo knockdown efficiency of 3 

different Fkbp5 targeting clones as compared to stress naïve non-targeting 
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control and uninjected mouse amygdalae by qRT–qPCR (Figure 2.10A; F(3,12) = 

11.331, p < 0.001; One-way ANOVA and Figure 2.10B; F(2,9) = 4.772, p < 0.05; 

One-way ANOVA) and western blotting (Figure 2.11; F(3,16) = 32.349, p < 0.0001; 

One-way ANOVA).  

    
  Table 2.2 List of Fkbp5 targeting SMART vector lentiviral shRNA constructs  
 

Construct Titer 
(TU/ml) shRNA sequence 

Non-targeting clone 2.66 X 10^8 TGGTTTACATGTTGTGTGA 
Fkbp5 targeting clone 1 2.37 X 10^8 AAGGACATTTGATTGCCGA 

Fkbp5 targeting clone 2 2.25 X 10^8 ATACTCAAACCCAAACGAA 
Fkbp5 targeting clone 3 3.02 X 10^8 ATGCTGAGCTTATGTACGA 

 

 

The most efficient Fkbp5 targeting clone 3 (~60% mRNA and protein 

knockdown efficiency) was used to silence Fkbp5 gene in all subsequent 

behavioural experiments. The restraint stress and behavioural experiments 

were performed two weeks after the intra-amygdala lentivirus injection as 

described below.  

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 2.9 Verification of stereotaxic lentivirus injection into the 
basolateral complex of amygdala. (A) Coronal view of mouse brain at 1.8 
mm posterior to Bregma (Adapted from Mouse Brain atlas by Paxinos & 
Franklin). Red dots indicate two injection sites: 4.4 mm and 5 mm ventral. (B) 
Brain sections were cut on vibrotome and turboGFP expression was 
visualized to verify viral transduction in the basolateral complex of 
amygdala. BLA, basolateral amygdala.       
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Figure 2.10 Lentivirus-mediated Fkbp5 gene silencing in amygdala. Wild 
type mice were stereotaxically injected with either non-targeting control or one 
of the Fkbp5 targeting clones. Post recovery period, Fkbp5 transcript levels in 
amygdala were measured using qRT-PCR. (A) Fkbp5 targeting clone 3 showed 
highest reduction in Fkbp5 levels compared to non-targeting control. (B) 
Compared to uninjected control, clone 3 injected mice had around 60% less 
Fkbp5 expression. Digits inside column indicate n. Data are shown as mean ± 
s.e.m.  
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Figure 2.11 Stereotaxically injected lentivirus knockdowns FKBP51 in 
amygdala. FKBP51 levels in amygdala, dissected post-recovery from mice 
injected with non-targeting control and one of the Fkbp5 targeting clones, were 
measured using western blot method. (A) Amygdala homogenates in RIPA 
buffer were blotted for FKBP51 and normalized against actin. (B) 
Representative FKBP51 and actin western blots are shown for all the clones. 
Digits inside column indicate n. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m. 
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2.19 Elevated plus maze 

The elevated-plus maze test was performed as previously described. The 

apparatus consisted of four non-transparent white Plexiglas arms: two enclosed 

arms (50 x 10 x 30 cm) that formed a cross shape with the two open arms (50 x 

10 cm) opposite each other. The maze was 55 cm above the floor and dimly 

illuminated. Wild-type and neuropsin-/- mice were tested 12 hours after the 

restraint stress. Mice were placed individually on the central platform facing an 

open arm, and allowed to explore the apparatus for 5 min. The maze was 

cleaned with 70% alcohol after each session to avoid any odorant cues. An 

overhead camera recorded the behaviour. The number of entries of the animal 

from the central platform to closed or open arms was counted.  

 

2.20 Open field  

Mice were placed in a 50x50x50 cm plexiglas box and were left free to move 

during 10 min. The box was cleaned with 70% alcohol after each session to 

avoid any odorant cues. An overhead camera placed above the box recorded 

the session. Locomotor parameters were analysed with the ANY-MAZE 

software (Stoelting). 
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2.21 Fear conditioning 

Mice were individually placed in the conditioning chamber (Coulbourn 

Instruments) for 2 minutes before they received three conditioned 

stimulus-‐unconditioned stimulus (CS-‐US) pairings (Figure 2.12). The last 2 

seconds of the tone (CS, 30 sec, 2.8 kH, 85dB) were paired with the footshock 

(US, 2 sec, 0.4mA) delivered through a grid floor. After training was completed 

mice remained in the conditioning chamber for one more minute and were then 

moved to their home cage. The next day the mice were placed back in the 

training chamber and freezing was monitored for 3 minutes to assess 

context-‐dependent learning. Cued-‐conditioning was evaluated 48h after 

training. The mouse was placed in a novel context (chamber with flat plexiglass 

floor and walls) for 2 minutes, after which the CS was delivered (2 minutes, 2.8 

kHz, 85dB) and freezing was monitored. Data were analysed using FreezeView 

software (Coulbourn Instruments). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Day 1 Training 

Day 2 Context testing 

Day 3 Cued testing 

 120 sec        30 sec 60 sec 30 sec 60 sec 30 sec 60 sec 

180 sec       

120 sec                 120 sec       

 2.8kH  
 85dB   

0.4 mA 
2 sec 

Figure 2.12 Schematic diagram of the fear conditioning experimental 
protocol. On day 1, animals are trained to associate the tone (CS) with the 
electric foot shock (US). Animals are tested for contextual and cued memory 
on day 2 and 3 respectively. Green line indicates conditioned stimulus tone 
being played and red arrows indicate delivery of unconditioned stimulus foot 
shock. CS, Conditioned stimulus; US, Unconditioned stimulus.  
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2.22 miRNA microarray study 

Wild-type control (n=12) and restrained stress mice (n=12) were anaesthetized 

intraperitoneally using sodium pentobarbital and transcardially perfused with 

ice-cold phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Amygdalae were isolated using a 

dissecting microscope in ice-cold ACSF (Glucose 25 mM, NaCl 115 mM, 

NaH2PO4·H2O 1.2 mM, KCl 3.3 mM, CaCl2 2 mM, MgSO4 1 mM, NaHCO3 25.5 

mM, pH 7.4) and stored in RNAlater (Qiagen) at -20 °C until further processing. 

Total RNA enriched in small RNA was extracted using mirVANA kit (Applied 

Biosystems). RNA quantity and quality (A260/280 > 1.80) were measured using 

NanoDrop ND-1000 Spectrophotometer (Nanodrop Technologies). RNA 

samples were sent to Febit Biomed gmbh (Germany) for miRNA expression 

profiling. RNA samples were analyzed with the Geniom Realtime Analyzer 

(Febit Biomed gmbh) using the Geniom Biochip MPEA mus musculus (Febit 

Biomed gmbh) containing 7 replicates of reverse complement probes for all 

mature miRNAs and mature* sequences as annotated in the Sanger miRBase 

version 14.0 September 2009. RNA pulled from three mice was hybridized to 

one replicate giving a total n number of 4 samples per group. Briefly, samples 

were labeled with biotin using microfluidic-based enzymatic on-chip labeling of 

miRNAs (Vorwerk, 2008). Hybridization was performed automatically for 16 

hours at 42 °C followed by automatic biochip washing and signal measurement. 

Signal enhancement process was combined with streptavidin-phycoerythrin 

detection of biotin to maximize signal sensitivity. Array images were analysed 

using the Geniom Wizard software (Febit Biomed gmbh). For each array, the 
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median signal intensity was extracted from the raw data file such that for each 

miRNA seven intensity values have been calculated corresponding to each 

replicate copy of miRNA-Base on the array. After background correction, 

median values were calculated from the seven replicate intensity values of each 

miRNA. The Febit Biomed gmbh provided a Bioinformatics report comprised 

of advanced microarray data analysis using R’s LIMMA package including raw 

data, background corrected data and normalized data.  

 

 

2.23 miRNA overexpression experiment 

pEGP-miR vectors expressing stem loop precursor of stress-upregulated 

miRNAs (mmu-miR-483, mmu-miR-1192, mmu-miR-1224, mmu-miR-1892 & 

mmu-miR-1894-3p) and Null GFP control were purchased from Cell Biolabs as 

bacterial glycerol stocks. miRNA precursor cloned between BamHI and NheI 

sites (Figure 2.13A) is expressed in its native form preserving hairpin structure 

to ensure proper cleavage of miRNAs by endogenous processing machinery. 

Bacterial glycerol stock for all constructs were cultured on LB-agar plate 

supplemented with 100 μg/ml ampicillin, single colony picked grown in LB 

medium with 100 μg/ml ampicillin and plasmid DNA then extracted using 

Plasmid Mini Prep Columns (Qiagen). All the constructs were screened for the 

presence of the miRNA precursor (≈ 300bp) between BamHI and NheI sites. 

Following recommendation from NEB double digestion guide, plasmids were 

first digested with NheI (Reaction: 10 µl of plasmid; 3 µl of 10x NEBuffer II; 3 µl 

of 1 mg/mL BSA; 10 U of NheI enzyme and nuclease free water to yield a final 
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reaction volume of 30 µl; an hour at 37°C) and subsequently with BamHI 

(Reaction: 30 µl of NheI digested plasmid; final salt concentration adjusted to 

that of 1x NEBuffer III; 10 U of BamHI enzyme; an hour at 37°C). Non-digested, 

NheI digested and sequentially NheI & BamHI digested plasmids were 

analysed on a 1% agarose gel (Figure 2.13B). A band corresponding to 

precursor sequence was observed in sequentially digested mmu-miR-483 

plasmid lanes at ≈ 300bp but not in Null GFP control as expected. Similar to 

mmu-miR-483 plasmid, mmu-miR-1192, mmu-miR-1224, mmu-miR-1892 & 

mmu-miR-1894-3p plasmids also tested positive for the presence of miRNA 

precursor sequence (data not shown). 

 

N2a cells cultured on polystyrene petri-dish (Nunclone, 56.7 cm2) in 10 ml 

medium were transiently transfected at 85-90% confluence with 16 µg pEGP-

miR constructs (Null GFP control, mmu-miR-483, mmu-miR-1192, mmu-miR-

1224, mmu-miR-1892 & mmu-miR-1894-3p) and 40 µl Lipofectamine as above. 

Cells were harvested 48 hours after transfection, RNA extracted using RNeasy 

micro kit (Qiagen), reverse transcribed and Fkbp5 mRNA levels quantified 

using qRT-PCR as mentioned in 2.5. Fkbp5 expression normalisation was 

carried out against two housekeeping genes: β-actin and glyceraldehydes-3-

phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), to rule out regulation of reference gene 

by stress-upregulated miRNAs leading to erroneous results. 
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Figure 2.13 Validation of miRNA precursor expressing constructs. pEGP-

miR constructs expressing stem-loop precursors of mouse miR-483, miR-

1192, mir-1224, miR-1892, miR-1894-3p and null GFP were analysed for the 

precursor sequence cloned between NheI and BamhI sites. (A) Schematic 

map of miRNA precursor expressing pEGP-miR construct is shown. (B) 

Constructs were first digested with NheI and subsequentially with BamHI 

and the digestion products were electrophoresed on 1% agarose gel. 
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2.24 Statistical Analysis 

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by a Tukey’s post-hoc test was used 

for the entire study. SPSS (IBM) software was used for the statistical analysis of 

data. Results were considered statistically significant if the p-value was less 

than 0.05 (p <0.05) and indicated by a star (*) on graphs. Where the p-value was 

less than 0.01 (p <0.01) or 0.001 (p <0.001) this is indicated by two (**) or three 

stars (***), respectively. 
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3.1 Introduction 

 

3.1.1 Neuropsin in synaptic plasticity 

The neuropsin gene, encoding kallikrein-related endopeptidase KLK8, was first 

cloned from the hippocampus (Chen, 1995). Proneuropsin, the non-active 

precursor form of neuropsin, is constitutively present in synaptic vesicles. 

Various regulated and constitutive pathways trigger its extracellular release 

(Chen, 1995). Released proneuropsin maturates to active neuropsin upon 

removal of the N-terminus activity masking peptide (Shimizu, 1998). Abundant 

expression of neuropsin in the hippocampus and amygdala neurons hinted 

towards its involvement in synaptic plasticity underlying learning and 

memory. In addition, the induction of the neuropsin gene by physiological 

stimuli such as long-term potentiation (LTP) and epileptogenic kindling further 

strengthened this hypothesis (Chen, 1995).  

 
Indeed neuropsin, whose activation is NMDA receptor-dependent, cleaves the 

extracellular domain of L1-cell adhesion molecule (L1-CAM) to facilitate 

Schaffer-collateral LTP in the hippocampus. Blocking NMDA-dependent 

neuropsin activation inhibits the early phase of LTP without affecting basal 

synaptic transmission (Matsumoto-Miyai, 2003). In addition to the 

hippocampus, we have recently reported that the deletion of the neuropsin 

gene reduced the NMDA/AMPA current ratio in principal, basal amygdala 

neurons and impaired early LTP in the lateral-basal amygdala pathway 
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(Attwood, 2011).  However, neuropsin involvement is not significant in the 

strong stimuli elicited late phase of LTP (Ishikawa, 2008). Synaptic tagging 

theory suggests that weakly stimulated synapse can capture newly synthesized 

proteins through synaptic tagging and convert into a persistent LTP synapse in 

absence of strong stimuli (Frey, 1997). This form of synaptic plasticity, crucial 

for non-stressful associative memory, is primarily believed to be neuropsin-

dependent (Ishikawa, 2008 & 2011). Behavioural studies on neuropsin -/- mice 

complement the above electrophysiological findings. In line with neuropsin 

involvement in early LTP and late synaptic associativity, mice lacking 

neuropsin exhibit resistance to both acute and chronic stress-induced anxiety 

(Attwood, 2011). Hence, accumulating evidence indicate that neuropsin-

mediated proteolysis facilitates neuronal plasticity at the neuron-extracellular 

matrix level.  

 
3.1.2 EphB2 - NMDA clustering  

Eph receptor family consists of 14 members, thus forming one of the largest 

groups of receptor tyrosine kinases. They interact with cell surface-bound 

ligands belonging to the ephrin family. Eph receptors are subdivided into two 

groups, EphA and EphB receptors, on the basis of extracellular domain 

homology and ligand preference (Arvanitis, 2008). Eph/ephrin signaling is 

bidirectional with both the receptors and the ligands transducing signaling 

events upon their interaction (Klein, 2009). Due to high expression of Eph 
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receptors in developing embryos their role was initially thought to be limited to 

neural developmental processes as an axon guidance molecule.  

 

However during the past decade EphB2 receptor’s direct interaction with 

NMDA channels has shifted the research focus onto their involvement in 

neuronal plasticity and synapse formation in the adult brain (Drescher, 2000). 

Extracellular domain of EphB2 interacts with NR1 subunit of the NMDA 

receptor after ephrinB1 treatment in neuronal cultures. EphrinB-mediated 

EphB2 stimulation significantly increased the density of NMDA receptor-

positive synapses. The tyrosine kinase activity of EphB2, although not required 

for NR1 interaction, is crucial for synapse development (Dalva, 2000). EphrinB2 

treatment induces EphB2 interaction with NMDA to potentiate NMDA-

dependent Ca2+ influx, increases NR2B tyrosine phosphorylation and 

downstream gene expression in cortical neurons to facilitate neuronal plasticity 

(Takasu, 2002).  EphB-NMDA clustering likely underlies the EphB/EphrinB 

signaling-induced, EphB kinase dependent dendritic spine formation (Penzes, 

2003).   

 

Consistent with previous findings, significantly smaller fraction of NR1 

clustered with EphB receptors was found in EphB2-/- mice, thus reducing 

synaptic NMDA currents and hippocampus LTP without affecting basal 

synaptic transmission and early LTP. Truncated EphB2 (devoid of the kinase 

activity) rescues impaired hippocampus-dependent learning of EphB2-/- mice 
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(Henderson, 2001; Grunwald, 2001). Similarly, replenishing EphB2 in the 

dentate gyrus of human amyloid precursor protein transgenic mice reversed 

the impairment in NMDA-dependent synaptic strength and reversed the deficit 

in hippocampus-dependent spatial and non-spatial learning and memory 

assessed by Morris water maze and novel object recognition tests (Cisse, 2011). 

The phenotype of triple-knockout animals lacking EphB1, EphB2 and EphB3 

suggested broader EphB receptors involvement in post-synaptic development. 

These mice displayed reduced AMPA receptor density in addition to lower 

NMDA clustering (Henkemeyer, 2003).  Recently, a large multidomain protein 

Tiam1 has been shown to underlie EphB-NMDA clustering that facilitates 

proper synapse development. Tiam1 binds to EphB2-NMDA clusters through 

EphB2 (upon EphrinB stimulation) resulting in Rac-dependent actin remodeling 

crucial for dendritic spine formation (Tolias, 2005 & 2007).  

 

An important aspect of EphB2 signaling is its modulation by extracellular 

proteases (Lin, 2008). Upon acute restraint stress neuropsin cleaves extracellular 

domain of EphB2 disrupting its interaction with NMDA receptors (Attwood, 

2011). Higher membrane EphB2 protein levels in neuropsin-/- mice together 

with a compensatory EphB2 gene upregulation in wild-type mice after stress 

are indicative of stress-induced EphB2 membrane trafficking. Consequently, 

stress increases the dynamics of EphB2-NR1 interaction resulting in enhanced 

NMDA receptor activity. Importantly, bilateral intra-amygdala injections of 

anti-EphB2 antibody into wild-type mice blocked the stress-triggered neuropsin 
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cleavage of EphB2 and recapitulated the stress-resistant phenotype observed in 

neuropsin-/- mice (Attwood, 2011). Thus, extracellular neuropsin modulates 

EphB2-NMDA interaction to regulate synaptic plasticity and its behavioural 

consequences.      

 

3.1.3 Stress molecule Fkbp5 

Resistance of neuropsin-/- mice to stress-induced anxiety, as measured in the 

elevated plus maze (Attwood, 2011), encouraged us to investigate the molecular 

mechanisms underlying their anxiolytic phenotype. Our microarray analysis 

approach identified Fkbp5 as amygdalar molecule showing differential 

upregulation in wild-type and neuropsin-/- mice following stress. Therefore, I 

aimed to confirm our microarray findings using qRT-PCR in this chapter. 

Further, dissecting out the pathway underlying differential Fkbp5 regulation, 

we hypothesized that stress-triggered cleavage of EphB2 by neuropsin resulting 

in NMDA activation may drive Fkbp5 expression.   
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3.2 Results  

 

Fkbp5 has been implicated in stress-related psychiatric disorders (Binder, 2009). 

Additionally, our microarray approach revealed differential Fkbp5 regulation 

in amygdala of neuropsin-/- (NP-/-) and wild-type (NP+/+) mice (Attwood, 

2011). We first aimed to confirm differential amygdalar Fkbp5 regulation in 

naïve and stressed wild-type and neuropsin-/- mice. qRT-PCR confirmed 

genotype-dependent differences not only in basal but also in stress-induced 

regulation of the Fkbp5 gene in the amygdala (Figure 3.1; Two-way ANOVA; 

genotype effect F(1,12) = 10.281, p = 0.008; stress effect F(1,12) = 181.249, p < 0.0001; 

genotype × stress interaction F(1,12) = 24.62, p < 0.0001). Stress-induced Fkbp5 

upregulation was attenuated in neuropsin-/- mice (NP+/+ stress vs NP-/- 

stress, p < 0.001) despite of their higher basal Fkbp5 levels (NP+/+ control vs 

NP-/- control, p < 0.05). In contrast to 20-fold upregulation in wild type mice 

(NP+/+ control vs NP+/+ stress, p < 0.001), Fkbp5 was only 10-fold 

upregulated in neuropsin-/- mice following 6 hours of restraint stress (NP-/- 

control vs NP-/- stress, p < 0.001).  

 

Importantly, recombinant neuropsin injected into the basolateral complex of the 

amygdala rescued attenuated Fkbp5 upregulation in stressed neuropsin-/- mice 

(Figure 3.2; Two-way ANOVA; genotype effect F(1,14) = 5.014, p = 0.042; stress 

effect F(1,14) = 16.241, p = 0.001; genotype × stress interaction F(1,14) = 5.154, p = 

0.04).  
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Figure 3.1 Stress-induced Fkbp5 upregulation is attenuated in neuropsin -
/- mice. Fkbp5 transcript levels were measured in amygdala dissected from 
naïve and restraint stressed neuropsin+/+ and neuropsin -/- mice using 
qRT-PCR. Digits inside column indicate n. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m. 
NP, neuropsin; 6h S, 6 hours stress.  
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Figure 3.2 Intra-amygdala neuropsin injection rescues attenuated Fkbp5 
upregulation in neuropsin-/- mice. Neuropsin-/- mice were implanted with 
cannula aiming at basolateral complex of amygdala. Post recovery period, 
mice were injected with either vehicle or 50 nM recombinant neuropsin in 1 
μl final volume followed by 6 hours of restraint stress in transparent 
plexiglass tubes. Amygdala was dissected from vehicle and neuropsin 
injected naïve and stressed neuropsin -/- mice and analysed for Fkbp5 
mRNA levels using qRT-PCR. Digits inside column indicate n. Data are 
shown as mean ± s.e.m. NP, neuropsin; 6h S, 6 hours stress.  
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Neuropsin-/- mice injected with exogenous neuropsin showed stress-induced 

Fkbp5 upregulation equivalent to that of wild-type mice (NP-/- NP control vs 

NP-/- NP stress, p < 0.01) whereas vehicle-injected stressed neuropsin-/- mice 

still displayed the attenuation (NP-/- vehicle control vs NP-/- vehicle stress, p 

< 0.05; NP-/- NP stress vs NP-/- vehicle stress, p < 0.05). These findings 

confirmed the existence of neuropsin-dependent Fkbp5 regulatory pathways in 

the amygdala. 

 

A large number of studies have identified Fkbp5 as a transcriptional target of 

GCs as discussed in chapter 1.5 (Jaaskelainen, 2011). Consistent with this we 

have found a well-conserved GRE located on the CpG island upstream of the 

transcription start site in the promoter region of Fkbp5 (Attwood, 2011). Thus, 

we wondered if corticosterone levels could underlie the differential Fkbp5 

regulation in naïve and stressed wild type and neuropsin-/- mice. 

Corticosterone enzyme-linked immunoassay confirmed dramatic elevations in 

plasma corticosterone levels of wild-type and neuropsin-/- mice stressed for 30 

minutes (Figure 3.3; Table 3.1; Two-way ANOVA; genotype effect F(1,32) = 

2.743, p = 0.107; stress effect F(3,32) = 358.48, p < 0.0001; genotype × stress 

interaction F(3,32) = 0.304, p = 0.822). Corticoserone levels remained elevated in 

stressed mice after 90 minutes of recovery but had returned to baseline after 6 

hours of recovery. However, neither basal nor stress-elevated corticosterone 

levels significantly differed between the genotypes indicating that the 

neuropsin-dependent component of Fkpb5 activation is independent of 

corticosterone levels.  
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Figure 3.3 Differential Fkbp5 upregulation in neuropsin+/+ and neuropsin-
/- mice is independent of corticosterone. (A) Plasma corticosterone levels of 
neuropsin+/+ and neuropsin -/- mice, subjected to no stress and 30 minutes 
of stress followed by various duration of recovery period, were measured 
using corticosterone enzyme immunoassay. Digits inside column indicate n. 
Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m. NP, neuropsin; 30m S, 30 minutes stress; 
90m R, 90 minutes recovery; 6h R, 6 hours recovery. 
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Table 3.1 Plasma corticosterone levels: Tukey’s post-hoc results            

                               Compared groups                                        p value          

                        WT Control vs WT 30m S                                   p < 0.001 

                        WT Control vs WT 30m S 90m R                       p < 0.001 

                        WT Control vs WT 30m S 6h R                           p > 0.05 

                        WT Control vs NP-/- control                              p > 0.05 

                           WT 30m S vs WT 30m S 90m R                        p < 0.001 

                           WT 30m S vs WT 30m S 6h R                           p < 0.001 

                           WT 30m S vs NP-/- 30m S                                p > 0.05 

                WT 30m S 90m R vs WT 30m S 6h R                          p < 0.001 

                WT 30m S 90m R vs NP-/- 30m S 90m R                   p > 0.05 

                   WT 30m S 6h R vs NP-/- 30m S 6h R                      p > 0.05 

                      NP-/- control vs NP-/- 30m S                               p < 0.001 

                      NP-/- control vs NP-/- 30m S 90m R                   p < 0.001 

                      NP-/- control vs NP-/- 30m S 6h R                      p > 0.05 

                        NP-/- 30m S vs NP-/- 30m S 90m R                   p < 0.001 

                        NP-/- 30m S vs NP-/- 30m S 6h R                       p < 0.001       

            NP-/- 30m S 90m R vs NP-/- 30m S 6h R                       p < 0.001   

       NP-/-, neuropsin-/-; 30m S, 30 mins stress; 90m R, 90 mins recovery; 6h R, 6 hours recovery 
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Extracellular serine protease neuropsin does not co-localise with the 

intracellular FKBP51 and therefore is unlikely to regulate the Fkbp5 gene 

expression directly. But stress-activated neuropsin cleaves the membrane 

bound tyrosine kinase EphB2 receptor in amygdala potentiating its interaction 

with the NMDA receptor (Attwood, 2011). EphB2 receptors modulate calcium 

influx through the NMDA channels to regulate gene expression; importantly 

interference with the EphB2 signaling has been previously linked to the 

regulation of Fkbp5 expression (Takasu, 2002; Genander, 2009). Therefore we 

hypothesized that neuropsin-mediated cleavage of EphB2 following stress 

promotes EphB2 interaction with NMDA receptor to regulate Fkbp5 expression. 

To study the effect of EphB2 cleavage by neuropsin on Fkbp5 expression we 

used an antibody raised against the extracellular portion of EphB2 to block the 

neuropsin cleavage of EphB2 in primary cultures of amygdala neurons.  As 

shown in Figure 3.4A (F(4,29) = 19.04, p < 0.0001; One-way ANOVA; Table 3.2), 

corticosterone and neuropsin had an additive effect inducing much higher 

upregulation in Fkbp5 compared to corticosterone alone. Anti-EphB2 antibody 

only blocked the neuropsin-dependent component of Fkbp5 upregulation. Anti-

EphB2 antibody neither had any effect on its own nor affected the 

corticosterone-dependent Fkbp5 upregulation. Further, NMDA receptor 

stimulation mimicked the neuropsin-mediated upregulation in Fkbp5 

expression (Figure 3.4B; One-way ANOVA; p < 0.05).  
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Figure 3.4 Anti-EphB2 antibody blocks and NMDA receptor agonist mimicks 
neuropsin-dependent Fkbp5 upregulation. Fkbp5 mRNA expression was 
measured using qRT-PCR in amygdala neurons treated for 6 hours with (A) 
vehicle, CORT + neuropsin, CORT + anti-EphB2 + neuropsin, CORT + anti-
EphB2 and (B) 100 μM NMDA agonist + 10 μM glycine. EphB2 groups were 
treated with 2 μg/ml anti-EphB2 antibody 10 minutes before the experiment. 
Digits inside column indicate n. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m. CORT, 
corticosterone; Anti-EphB2, Anti-EphB2 antibody; NMDA, NMDA receptor 
agonist. 
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Table 3.2 Fkbp5 expression in amygdala neurons: Tukey’s post-hoc results            

                               Compared groups                                        p value          

                      control vs CORT                                                    p < 0.01 

                      control vs CORT  + NP + EphB2                         p < 0.01 

                      control vs CORT + NP                                          p < 0.001 

                      control vs CORT  + EphB2                                   p < 0.05 

                       CORT vs CORT + NP + EphB2                          p > 0.05 

                       CORT vs CORT + NP                                           p < 0.001   

                       CORT vs CORT + EphB2                                     p > 0.05 

             CORT + NP vs CORT + NP + EphB2                           p < 0.001 

       CORT + EphB2 vs CORT + NP + EphB2                           p > 0.05 

              CORT + NP vs CORT + EphB2                                     p < 0.001 

                                                  CORT, corticosterone; NP, neuropsin; EphB2, anti-EphB2 antibody 

 

Thus, neuropsin cleaved EphB2 and stimulated NMDA to increase the Fkbp5 

gene expression. Neuropsin-dependent mechanism acts in synergy with 

corticosterone-dependent mechanism to regulate Fkbp5 expression in the 

amygdala.   
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3.3 Discussion 

 

High Fkbp5 levels have previously been associated with the propensity towards 

the development of stress-related psychiatric disorders (Binder, 2009). Intrigued 

by the stress-resistant phenotype of neuropsin-deficient mice, we conducted a 

microarray study that identified Fkbp5 as a molecule showing differential 

regulation in neuropsin-/- mice.  We confirmed these differences in basal and 

stress-induced expression of the Fkbp5 gene in the amygdala using qRT-PCR.  

 

Restraint stress activates the HPA axis, elevating plasma corticosterone levels 

that accompany a robust, stress-induced Fkbp5 upregulation in wild-type mice 

amygdala. Complementary bioinformatics analysis of the Fkbp5 promoter 

region revealed the presence of a highly conserved glucocorticoid-binding site 

upstream of the transcription start site (Attwood, 2011).  Steroid-occupied distal 

intronic GREs interact with the transcription machinery to induce Fkbp5 

transcription via long-range activation (Makkonen, 2009; Paakinaho, 2010). 

Altered methylation pattern of CpGs in Fkbp5 promoter and intron 5 region by 

GCs have also been shown to increase Fkbp5 expression (Lee, 2010 & 2011). 

Hence our findings are consistent with Fkbp5 being a transcriptional target of 

GCs (Jaaskelainen, 2011). 

 

Similar to neuropsin-/- mice, mouse model of Rett syndrome lacking MeCP2 

protein also exhibited higher basal Fkbp5 levels (Urdinguio, 2008). Higher basal 
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Fkbp5 expression in neuropsin-/- mice is not due to differences in resting 

plasma corticosterone levels (Figure 3.3). Surprisingly, despite equivalent 

elevations in corticosterone levels, neuropsin-/- mice displayed attenuated 

Fkbp5 upregulation compared to stressed wild-type mice. Indicating 

neuropsin-dependent Fkbp5 upregulation following stress is independent of 

corticosterone. Similar glucocorticoid-independent Fkbp5 elevation has been 

described in MeCP2-deficient mice in which neither resting nor stress-elevated 

corticosterone levels differed from wild-type animals. MeCP2 binds to the 

methylated CpGs in the Fkbp5 genomic sequence and these CpGs are not 

demethylated by cortiosterone treatment (Nuber, 2005). Thus, Fkbp5 shows 

epigenetic regulation independent of GCs that might potentially be modulated 

by neuropsin.  

 

Extracellular serine protease neuropsin cleaves extracellular domain of tyrosine 

kinase EphB2 receptor following acute stress. Cleaved EphB2 dissociates from 

the NR1 subunit of the NMDA receptor and the phenomenon is accompanied 

by more frequent membrane insertions of new EphB2 receptors, thus increasing 

the dynamics of the EphB2-NR1 interaction (Attwood, 2011). Blocking EphB2 

cleavage in the amygdala neurons with an anti-EphB2 antibody inhibits only 

neuropsin-dependent, but not the corticosterone-dependent, increase in Fkbp5 

expression (Figure 3.4A). EphB2/NMDA association results in the increased 

transcription of plasticity-related genes (Takasu, 2002). Consistent with the 

above, NMDA receptor stimulation also mimicked the increase in Fkbp5 
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expression (Figure 3.4B). The differences in the regulation of Fkbp5 levels in 

response to stress between wild-type and neuropsin-/- mice are consistent with 

the reduction of NMDA/AMPA current ratio in the pyramidal amygdala 

neurons in neuropsin-/- mice (Attwood, 2011). Calcium influx through NMDA 

receptor leads to dissociation of MeCP2 from the BDNF gene promoter 

inducing its transcription (Chen, 2003; Martinowich, 2003). Therefore we 

speculate that neuropsin regulation of Fkbp5 might be epigenetic and involve 

NMDA-mediated separation of MeCP2 from the Fkbp5 genomic regions. This 

hypothesis is currently being tested experimentally.    

 

Stress-induced Fkbp5 upregulation is attenuated in neuropsin-/- mice 

amygdala compared to wild type mice (Figure 3.1). The magnitude of Fkbp5 

upregulation in peripheral blood mononuclear cells at the time of trauma 

positively predicts development of PTSD in human subjects (Segman, 2005). 

Thus, attenuated Fkbp5 upregulation in neuropsin-/- mice following stress 

could underlie their resistance to stress-mediated behavioural alterations. 

Importantly, recombinant neuropsin injected into the amygdala of neuropsin-/- 

mice rescued the attenuation of stress-induced Fkbp5 upregulation and restored 

the anxiolytic behavioural phenotype of neuropsin-/- mice towards normal 

(Attwood, 2011). Thus, our findings suggest the extent of Fkbp5 upregulation 

following stress may determine the behavioural manifestations of stress-

mediated anxiety.  
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4.1 Introduction 

 

Hsp90 co-chaperones FKBP51 and FKBP52 are dynamically active and show 

both cytoplasmic and nuclear localization in most cell lines. Quinta and 

colleagues observed that neuroblastoma N2a cell differentiation by FK506 

involved FKBP52 replacement by FKBP51 in the transcriptionally active 

perinuclear domains and FKBP52 redistribution to the growth cones of growing 

neurites (Quinta, 2010). In GR signalling, cytoplasmic FKBP51 poorly interacts 

with dynein rendering the GR complex in cytoplasm (Tatro, 2009). Homologous 

FKBP52, unlike FKBP51, efficiently interacts with dynein/dynactin triggering 

nuclear translocation of the FKBP52 bound GR complex (Davies, 2002).  Hence 

Hsp90 co-chaperones undergo function-specific dynamic subcellular 

rearrangements.  

 

Stress-induced Fkbp5 upregulation is attenuated in neuropsin-/- mice 

amygdala compared to wild type mice (Figure 3.1). Therefore this chapter 

primarily aimed to study correlation between stress-induced Fkbp5 gene and 

FKBP51 protein expression in the amygdala of wild type and neuropsin-/- 

mice. Other aims included understanding previously unexplored aspects of 

amygdalar FKBP51 physiology in GR signaling. Hence, experiements intended 

to investigate the fate of FKBP51 replaced by FKBP52 upon steroid binding and 

interacting partners of nuclear FKBP51 to dissect its precise function in GR 

signaling.  
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4.2 Results  

  

Following the Fkbp5 studies, in order to characterize the differential biological 

response to stress more comprehensively amygdalar FKBP51 levels in control 

and stressed wild type and neuropsin-/- mice were quantified using western 

blotting (Figure 4.1; Two-way ANOVA; genotype effect F(1,14) = 0.486, p = 0.497; 

stress effect F(1,14) = 10.456, p = 0.006; genotype × stress interaction F(1,14) = 

5.432, p = 0.035). Stress upregulated FKBP51 levels in wild type mice by almost 

2-fold (NP+/+ control vs NP+/+ stress, p < 0.001) whereas FKBP51 levels 

remained unchanged in neuropsin-/- mice amygdala (NP-/- control vs NP-/- 

stress, p > 0.05). Two-way ANOVA showed significant effect of genotype x 

stress interaction on FKBP51 expression despite no effect of genotype on its 

own. Hence, similar to Fkbp5 gene, FKBP51 protein expression is also 

differentially regulated between both the genotypes after stress.   

 

FKBP51, in its constitutive state, is bound to the GR-complex in the cytosol 

through Hsp90 (Sinars, 2003). To investigate FKBP51 regulation in the limbic 

system we first examined its expression in the amygdala neurons. 

Immunohistochemistry revealed that FKBP51 is abundantly expressed in the 

basolateral amygdala (Figure 4.2).  

 



Figure 4.1 FKBP51 is stress-upregulated in neuropsin+/+ mice but not in 
neuropsin-/- mice. Amygdala was dissected from naïve and 6 hours stressed 
neuropsin+/+ and neuropsin-/- mice and homogenised in RIPA buffer. (A) 
Homogenates were blotted for FKBP51 and normalized against actin to 
measure stress-induced FKBP51 levels in both the genotypes. (B) 
Representative FKBP51 and actin western blots are shown for all the groups. 
Digits inside column indicate n. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m. NP, 
neuropsin; 6h Stress, 6 hours stress.  
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Figure 4.2 FKBP51 displays cytoplasmic and nuclear distribution in the 
amygdala neurons. Paraformaldehyde-fixed whole mice brains were cut to 
get free-floating 70 µm thick sections on vibratome. Sections were double 
stained for FKBP51 (A, D) and neuronal marker NeuN (B, E). Low (upper 
panel; scale bar, 200 µm) and high magnification (lower panel; scale bar, 20 
µm) images were taken using a Zeiss confocal microscope. Merged images (C, 
F) revealed the majority of FKBP51 positive cells co-localised with NeuN in 
the amygdala. 
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Higher magnification (63x oil objective, lower panel) showed that FKBP51 

immunoreactivity is present in the cytosol as well as the nucleus.  In order to 

determine the FKBP51 expressing cell type, we performed double labelling for 

FKBP51 and neuronal nuclear marker NeuN.  Merged images revealed a high 

degree of co-localization between NeuN and FKBP51 confirming neuronal 

phenotype of FKBP51 positive cells. Control sections labelled with only 

secondary antibodies failed to show any staining in the amygdala (data now 

shown). 

 

Stimuli-dependent function specific transition between cellular compartments 

is a remarkable feature of Hsp90 immunophilins. For instance, upon treatment 

with immunosuppressive drug FK506, FKBP51 replaces FKBP52 in the 

perinuclear structures and suppresses neurite outgrowth in differentiating N2a 

cells (Quinta, 2010). To determine if FKBP51 undergoes subcellular 

rearrangement following stress, we determined the cytoplasmic and nuclear 

FKBP51 levels in wild type mice amygdala after 6 hours of stress with or 

without recovery using western blot. Amygdala tissue was fractionated to get 

four fractions rich in cytosol, membrane, nuclear and cytoskeletal proteins 

using a Subcellular Fractionation Kit (Perkin Elmer). Western blotting found 

markers calpain, EphA4, CREB and vimentin only in cytosol, membrane, 

nuclear and cytoskeletal protein rich fractions, respectively, confirming their 

purity (Figure 4.3C). Cytosol, membrane and cytoskeletal fractions in equal 

amounts constituted the cytoplasmic fraction.  
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Figure 4.3 Stress triggers FKBP51 nuclear translocation in amygdala. 
Wild type mice underwent stress and stress followed by recovery period. 
Amygdalae were dissected and fractionated using subcellular 
fractionation kit. (C) Western blotting revealed presence of markers 
calpain, EphA4, CREB and vimentin only in cytosol, membrane, nuclear 
and cytoskeletal fractions, respectively, confirming purity of all fractions. 
(A) Total FKBP51 levels were measured by blotting cytoplasmic and 
nuclear fractions for FKBP51 and normalising to their respective markers 
calpain and CREB. FKBP51 levels in both fractions are shown as 
percentage of total FKBP51. (B) Representative cytoplasmic and nuclear 
fraction blots for FKBP51 and markers are shown. Data are shown as 
mean ± s.e.m (n=6). *, intra-fraction significance; #, inter-fraction 
significance; 6h S, 6 hours stress; 6h S + 18h R, 6 hours stress followed by 
18 hours recovery; C, cytosol; M/O, membrane/organelle; N, nuclear; 
CSK, cytoskeletal. 
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One-way ANOVA revealed a significant effect of stress on cytoplasmic and 

nuclear FKBP51 levels, depicted as percentage of the total FKBP51 (cytoplasmic 

+ nuclear) detected (Figure 4.3A & B; Table 4.1; F(5,30) = 8.049, p < 0.0001; One-

way ANOVA). Under basal condition significantly large fraction of FKBP51 

was present in the cytoplasm and a tiny amount in the nucleus as expected. But 

much to our surprise, FKBP51 undergoes cellular reshuffling after 6 hours of 

stress in the amygdala with simultaneous decline in cytoplasmic and elevation 

in nuclear FKBP51 levels. The basal FKBP51 localisation was restored after 18 

hours of recovery. Hence, FKBP51 translocates to the nucleus following 6 hours 

of restraint stress in amygdala.  

 

Table 4.1 FKBP51 nuclear translocation in amygdala: Tukey’s post-hoc results            

                               Compared groups                                         p value          

                     Cyto Control vs Cyto 6h S                                      p < 0.01 

                     Cyto Control vs Cyto 6h S 18h R                           p > 0.05 
 
                     Cyto Control vs Nucl control                                 p < 0.001 
 
                           Cyto 6h S vs Cyto 6h S 18h R                           p < 0.05 
 
                           Cyto 6h S vs Nucl 6h S                                      p < 0.05 
 
                Cyto 6h S 18h R vs Nucl 6h S 18 R                              p < 0.01 
  
                      Nucl control vs Nucl 6h S                                      p < 0.05 
 
                      Nucl control vs Nucl 6h S 18 R                              p > 0.05 
 
                           Nucl 6h S vs Nucl 6h S 18 h R                           p < 0.01 

Cyto, cytoplasm; Nucl, nuclear; 6h S, 6 hours stress; 6h S 18h R, 6 hours stress 18 hours recovery 
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To confirm stress-induced nuclear translocation of FKBP51 in vitro, Fkbp5 

cDNA was cloned into mammalian pEGFP-N1 vector to express GFP-tagged 

FKBP51. N2a cells transiently transfected for 48 hours with Fkbp5-GFP 

construct were treated with dexamethasone for 6 hours followed by no 

recovery or 18 hours of recovery period. Cells were imaged at 63x magnification 

for GFP-tagged FKBP51 using confocal microscope to study the effect of 

dexamethasone treatment on FKBP51 cellular localisation. Untreated cells 

exhibited significantly more cytoplasmic GFP signal. In contrast, strong GFP 

signal was observed in the nucleus after 6 hours of dexamethasone treatment. 

The GFP signal was similar to untreated cells after 18 hours of wash following 6 

hours of dexamethasone treatment (Figure 4.4A). Quantification of cytoplasmic 

and nuclear GFP signal intensity presented as percentage of total GFP intensity 

(cytoplasmic + nuclear) for each cell revealed that dexamethasone treatment 

induces nuclear concentration of FKBP51 and basal FKBP51 distribution is 

restored after 18 hours of recovery period (Figure 4.4B; Table 4.2; F(5,4428) = 

2161.4, p < 0.0001; One-way ANOVA). Hence, dexamethasone in N2a cells 

promotes FKBP51 cellular localisation pattern identical to the pattern that 

emerges in amygdala following 6 hours of restraint stress. Together, both 

experiments strengthen the finding that following dissociation from the GRC, 

FKBP51 translocates to the nucleus and returns to basal distribution post 

recovery period.   

 

 



A 

B 

Figure 4.4 Dexamethasone promotes nuclear accumulation of FKBP51. Mouse 
neuroblastoma N2a cells were transfected with FKBP51-GFP construct for 48 
hours and GFP-tag was imaged in live cells maintained at 37 ˚C and 5% CO2 
using confocal microscope to study FKBP51 localisation. (A) Representative 
confocal image of cells untreated, treated for 6 hours with dexmethasone and 
dexamethasone treatment followed by 18 hours of recovery. Scale bar, 5 µm. (B) 
Green fluorescent intensity from cytoplasmic and nuclear region was measured 
using ImageJ software and combined to get total FKBP51 intensity for each cell.  
FKBP51 intensity in both fractions are shown as percentage of total FKBP51 
intensity. Data for each group were collected from 4 different coverslips and 
around 150 cells from each coverslip. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m. *, intra-
fraction significance; #, inter-fraction significance; 6h, 6 hours; 18h, 18 hours. 
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Table 4.2 FKBP51 nuclear translocation in N2a cells: Tukey’s post-hoc results            

                               Compared groups                                     p value          

                    Cyto control vs Nucl control                               p < 0.001 

                    Cyto control vs Cyto Dex                                     p < 0.001 

                    Cyto control vs Cyto Dex 18h R                          p < 0.001 

                    Nucl control vs Nucl Dex                                     p < 0.001 

                    Nucl control vs Nucl Dex 18h R                          p < 0.001 

                          Cyto Dex vs Nucl Dex                                     p < 0.001 

                          Cyto Dex vs Cyto Dex 18h R                          p < 0.001 

                          Nucl Dex vs Nucl Dex 18h R                          p < 0.001 

                Cyto Dex 18h R vs Nucl Dex 18h R                          p < 0.001 

Cyto, cytoplasm; Nucl, nuclear; Dex 18h R, 6 hours dexamethasone treatment 18 hours recovery 
 

We next set out to investigate the possible role of nuclear FKBP51 in GR 

signalling. BAG1, also known as RAP46, is another GR co-chaperone that binds 

to the GR-complex via Hsp70 and has been associated with the 

pathophysiology of stress-related disorders (Maeng, 2008). BAG1 translocates 

to the nucleus upon dexamethasone treatment and inhibits GR transcriptional 

activity by blocking the DNA binding site of GR (Schmidt, 2003). Therefore, we 

wondered if FKBP51 also bind to the DNA in the nucleus to inhibit the GR 

transcriptional activity. Modified chromatin immunoprecipitation was 

performed on amygdala from wild type control and stressed mice to find the 

answer. Sonicated chromatin (<500bp) was immunoprecipitated with an 

FKBP51 antibody.  



 
Figure 4.5 FKBP51 does not interact directly with DNA. Amygdalae from 
wild-type naïve and restrained stress mice were subjected to chromatin 
immunoprecipitation to study FKBP51 interaction with DNA. 
Paraformaldehyde cross-linked chromatin in amygdala homogenate was 
sonicated to get DNA fragments of average < 500bp. Sheared chromatin was 
immunoprecipitated with primary antibodies against rabbit IgG (negative 
control), FKBP51 (test) and CREB (positive control). Immnoprecipitated bead 
elute was reverse cross-linked and 1% agarose gel analysed. Arrows indicate 
immunoprecipitated chromatin smear in CREB samples. 6h Stress, 6 hours 
stress.  
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Since FKBP51 binding target genomic DNA sequence was not known, bead 

elutes were loaded onto 1% agarose gel to check the presence of any DNA 

fragment immunoprecipitated with anti-FKBP51 antibody (Figure 4.5). DNA 

fragments, absent in negative control rabbit IgG groups and present in positive 

control CREB groups, confirms the reliability of the experiment. Importantly no 

DNA fragments were observed in control and stressed amygdala samples 

immunoprecipitated with anti-FKBP51 antibody suggesting FKBP51 does not 

bind directly to the DNA. However, this does not rule out possibility of any 

indirect interaction between DNA and FKBP51. 

 
Scaffolding protein FKBP51 promotes dephosphorylation of Akt at serine 473 

by PHLLP phosphatases in cytoplasm and nucleus to determine 

chemosensitivity in cancer cells (Pei, 2009). Therefore we measured levels of 

Akt phosphorylated at serine 473 [pAkt(S473)]  before and after stress in the 

amygdala, to determine involvement of FKBP51-facilitated Akt 

dephosphorylation in stress response. Quantification of western blots showed 

no significant changes in the pAkt(S473) levels after 5 minutes and 15 minutes 

of stress compared to control samples (Figure 4.6; F(2,6) = 0.9204, p = 0.4481; 

One-way ANOVA). Thus, stress does not alter facilitation of Akt 

dephosphorylation by FKBP51. 
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Figure 4.6 Stress does not affect Akt phosphorylation at serine 473 in 
amygdala.  Amygdalae, dissected from naïve and stressed wild type mice, were 
homogenised in RIPA buffer. (A) Levels of Akt phosphorylated at serine 473 
were measured and normalized to total Akt using western blot technique. (B) 
Representative western blots are depicted for Phospho Akt (S473) and total Akt. 
Digits inside column indicate n. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m. 5m, 5 minutes; 
15m, 15 minutes.   
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Identification of interaction partners remains most popular approach to 

determine the function of a protein. Hence we performed pull down assay to 

find FKBP51 interacting cytoplasmic and nuclear proteins in vehicle and 

dexamethasone treated N2a cells transfected for 48 hours with Fkbp5-GFP 

construct. GFP-tagged FKBP51 complexes were immunoprecipitated using the 

antibody against the GFP tag due to high specificity of anti-GFP antibody 

whereas mouse IgG served as the control. Immunoprecipitated complexes were 

resolved on SDS-PAGE gel and stained with Brilliant Blue G-colloidal to 

visualise the proteins. Gel images for cytoplasmic and nuclear samples in 

Figure 4.7 show strong bands at ≈ 79 kDa corresponding to GFP-tagged FKBP51 

present only in anti-GFP antibody lanes. Peptide mass fingerprinting by 

MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry revealed a total of 31 proteins between IgG 

and GFP samples with at least two unique peptides of over 95% probability. 

With the applied filtering criteria (two unique peptides with over 95% 

probability) the predicted protein probability is ≈ 99% (Appendix I). FKBP51 

appeared at the top of the list (Table 4.3) only in GFP samples and not in the 

IgG samples assuring the reliability of the data. Apart from FKBP51, histone 

H1.4 was the only protein that immunoprecipitated with anti-GFP and not with 

IgG antibody and importantly in dexamethasone treated nuclear fraction. Thus, 

our results suggest that dexamethasone promotes FKBP51 interaction with 

histone H1.4 in the nucleus.  
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Figure 4.7 Proteomic analysis of cytoplasmic and nuclear FKBP51 interactome. 
N2a cells were transfected with FKBP51-GFP construct and treated for 6 hours 
with vehicle or dexmethasone 48 hours post-transfection. Harvested cells were 
fractionated to get cytoplasmic and nuclear proteins. FKBP51 complexes were 
immunoprecipitated from vehicle and dexamethasone treated cytoplasm and 
nuclear fractions with antibody against GFP-tag while IgG served as the 
negative control. Denaturated elutes were electrophoresed on SDS-PAGE gels 
and Brilliant Blue G-Colloidal stained to visualize proteins. Representative 
images of Brilliant Blue G-Colloidal stained cytoplasmic and nuclear pull down 
gels are shown. Arrows point at GFP-tagged FKBP51 corresponding band (≈ 79 
kDa), as expected. DEX, dexamethasone; IP ab, immunoprecipitating antibody; 
IgG, mouse IgG; GFP, anti-GFP antibody.  

 



Table 4.3 Mass spectrometric identification of proteins co-purified with cytosolic and nuclear FKBP51. Filtering criteria 
used were a minimum of 2 unique peptides with over 95% peptide probability. Proteins present in only either of the GFP and 
not in any IgG samples are highlighted in red boxes.    
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Together these results indicate that FKBP51 is differentially regulated in wild-

type and neuropsin-/- mice amygdala by stress reflecting the Fkbp5 regulation. 

Scaffolding activity of FKBP51 indicated by pAkt(473) levels remains unaltered 

after stress. Importantly FKBP51 undergoes nuclear translocation in response to 

stress and dexamethasone where it interacts with linker histone H1.4 protein. 
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4.3 Discussion 

 
Gene expression does not necessarily reflect active protein levels and therefore 

it is crucial to confirm that protein expression follows the gene expression 

accounting for the biological response. Stimulation of GR signalling with 

cortisol and dexamethasone for 6 hours results in simultaneous upregulation in 

Fkbp5 gene and FKBP51 protein expression (Rees-Unwin, 2007; Billing, 2007). 

Consistent with this, increased Fkbp5 expression is accompanied by elevation 

in FKBP51 protein levels in wild type mice amygdala (Figure 4.1). However 

FKBP51 levels remain unaltered in stressed neuropsin-/- mice despite of 

attenuated upregulation in Fkbp5 expression. Thus neuropsin genotype 

interaction with stress shows differential regulation of both Fkbp5 gene and 

FKBP51 protein expression from the stressed wild type mice.  

 

Our western blot and immunohistochemistry findings disagree with the view of 

Baughman and colleagues that murine FKBP51 is a T-cell specific 

immunophilin (Baughman, 1995). In contrast murine FKBP51 is considerably 

expressed in the amygdala, similar to the hippocampus (Touma, 2011). Double 

immunohistochemistry demonstrated that FKBP51 co-localises with amygdala 

neurons similar to primary human forebrain neurons (Tatro, 2009). 

Interestingly, the cellular localization of FKBP51 varies between different cell 

types (Staibano, 2011). Under basal condition, FKBP51 shows primarily nuclear 

staining in NTM-5 cells (Zhang, 2008). Amygdala neurons, on the other hand, 
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show diffused cytoplasmic and nuclear FKBP51 staining similar to mouse 

embryonic fibroblasts, rat intestinal epithelial and osteosarcoma cells (Limited, 

2008). Gallo and colleagues recently proposed FKBP51 as a primarily 

mitochondrial protein due to high levels of cytoplasmic FKBP51 co-localising 

with mitochondrial markers MitoTracker and proteins Cyt c, cyclooxygenase IV 

and Tom-20 in 3T3-L1 fibroblast cells. However, the authors argued that 

percentage of mitochondrial FKBP51 is variable and depends on factors such as 

cell type, passage number and growth conditions (Gallo, 2011). Cell-type 

dependent FKBP51 cellular localization pattern perhaps may determine its 

differential function.  

  

FKBP immunophilins are not confined to any particular compartment in a static 

manner (Quinta, 2010). This notion is supported by our subcellular 

fractionation findings that restraint stress triggers nuclear translocation of 

FKBP51. In neuroblastoma N2a cells, GFP-tagged FKBP51 undergoes 

cytoplasmic-nuclear shuttling in response to dexamethasone treatment 

providing further in vitro evidence. Elevated FKBP51 concomitant with GR has 

been shown to translocate from cytoplasm to nucleus in rat thymus tissue after 

15 minutes of restraint stress (Billing, 2008). FKBP51 also shows higher nuclear 

staining in 3T3-L1 fibroblasts upon steroid exposure compared to cells 

maintained in serum-free medium (Gallo, 2011). Our findings are consistent 

with the general consensus that FKBP51, unlike GR, do not completely abandon 

the cytoplasm/mitochondria and stress- and dexamethasone- triggered FKBP51 
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nuclear translocation represents concentration gradient shift rather than “all or 

none” phenomenon.  

 

Despite the well-studied nuclear localization of FKBP51, how FKBP51 

translocates to the nucleus still remains poorly understood. Interestingly our 

bioinformatics analysis of mouse FKBP51 amino acid sequence using web-

based algorithms (TARGET 1.1, iPSORT, WoLFPSORT, ProteinProwler, 

pTARGET, CELLO, PA-SUB, SOSUIsignal, PrediSi, SignalP, NucPred and 

LOCkey), although confirmed cytoplasmic and nuclear localization of FKBP51, 

did not predict any nuclear localization signal peptide. However, proteins not 

possessing their own nuclear localization signal peptide may interact with 

nuclear localization signal-containing cargo proteins to enter the nucleus (Nigg, 

1997). For example following recruitment to the GRC, PPIase domain of 

homologous FKBP52 interacts with the intermediate chain of motor protein 

dynein to be actively transported to the nucleus (Galigniana, 2002). Evidences 

of FKBP51 PPIase domain interaction with dynein are divided since some 

suggests in favour of interaction although poor compared to FKBP52 (Zhang, 

2008) whereas others argue no interaction at all (Wochnik, 2005). On the 

contrary the TPR domain has been observed to play an important role in 

determining cellular localization of FKBP51. Disrupting FKBP51 interaction 

with Hsp90, through treatment with Hsp90 competitive inhibitor radicicol and 

K352A-TPR domain mutation of FKBP51, promotes nuclear accumulation of 

FKBP51 (Gallo, 2011). Dissociation from the immunophilin-binding site on 
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Hsp90 dimer and in turn from the GRC confers a soluble state to unbound 

FKBP51. Likewise FKBP51 also attain soluble state following stress exposure or 

dexamethasone treatment since steroid binding to GR triggers dissociation of 

FKBP51 from the Hsp90-dimer and hence GRC (Davies, 2002). Therefore, 

FKBP51 similar to other soluble proteins of low molecular weight between 40-

60 kDa can dynamically diffuse through the nuclear pore complex (Nigg, 1997). 

Hence neither the diffusion through the nuclear pore nor the interaction with 

transporter protein such as dynein can be ruled out.      

  

Drawing comparisons between GR co-chaperones FKBP51 and BAG1 using 

modified chromatin immunoprecipitation revealed that following translocation 

to the nucleus, unlike BAG1, FKBP51 does not interact directly with DNA in a 

non-sequence specific manner to suppress GR-dependent transcription. 

However, FKBP51-mediated indirect regulation of GR transcriptional activity 

through an interacting protein partner still remains a possibility. Apart from 

psychiatric disorders, a crucial role of FKBP51 has also been demonstrated in 

cancer etiology and treatment (Wang, 2011). FKBP51 regulates phosphorylation 

of Akt to determine sensitivity to chemotherapeutic agents in cancer cells (Pei, 

2009). FKBP51 levels inversely correlate with the Akt activity: higher FKBP51 

results in reduced Akt activity leading to chemosensitivity. Although 

measuring pAkt(S473) levels after stress exposure suggests FKBP51 regulation 

of Akt is perhaps specific to cancer cells.  Hence, FKBP51 may have different 

functions in different cell types.  
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Despite being a subject of debate, immunoprecipitation or pull-down followed 

by mass spectrometric identification of captured proteins is a widely used 

small-scale proteomic approach to identify novel interaction partners 

(Aebersold, 2003). Co-purification of non-specifically bound contaminants 

along with target protein is a major concern since routinely used sepharose 

beads can increasingly bind to more non-specific contaminants after longer 

incubation with HeLa cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions (Trinkle-Mulcahy, 

2008). Counteractive measures such as stringent washing of 

immunoprecipitated complexes, although reduces the level of nonspecific 

binding, also poses a greater risk of removing bona fide protein partners 

interacting in sub-stoichiometric amounts or binding with lower affinity (Have, 

2011). Therefore less stringent washing conditions were used to preserve all 

specific and less abundant interacting proteins. This strategy however resulted 

in higher background as shown in Figure 4.7 & Table 4.3 and perhaps eclipsed 

known FKBP51 interacting proteins such as Hsp90. Protein of interest is often 

overexpressed with a fusion tag to overcome less abundant expression of native 

protein and lack of specific antibodies against the target protein (Have, 2011). 

Tagging FKBP51 with GFP did not interfere with dexamethasone triggered 

nuclear translocation of FKBP51 (Figure 4.4). Mass spectrometric identification 

of GFP tagged FKBP51 only in anti-GFP antibody immunoprecipitated 

cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions positively verified the experiment instigating 

more confidence. Nevertheless following the rule of thumb it is crucial to 
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validate any identified interaction using other technique, for example co-

immunoprecipitation.   

 

Between all GFP antibody immunoprecipitated groups, a total of 31 proteins 

were identified with ≥ two unique peptides of over 95% probability. 

Comparison with the relevant mouse IgG controls discarded the non-specific 

contaminants and revealed FKBP51 interaction with nuclear protein histone 

H1.4 following dexamethasone treatment. Much higher sensitivity of mass 

spectrometry compared to Brilliant Blue G-colloidal staining accounts for 

identification of histone H1.4 as FKBP51 interacting protein despite of lack of 

clearly visible histone H1.4 corresponding band at ≈ 22 kDa in the 

dexamethasone and anti-GFP antibody treated nuclear fraction lane (Figure 

4.7). 

 
Histone H1.4 (histone 1 isoform 4 or H1e) encoded by Hist1h1e gene belongs to 

the lysine-rich most divergent family of histone H1 also known as linker 

histone. Histone H1 family proteins, unlike other histones, do not form the 

nucleosome bead and instead binds to short stretches of DNA that link 

individual nucleosomes stabilising the chromatin fibre (Widom, 1998). Similar 

to core histones, linker H1 histones are also posttranslationally modified by 

phosphorylation, methylation, polyADP-ribosylation and acetylation to 

contribute to the regulation of gene expression (Jenuwein, 2001). Constitutive 

heterochromatin containing all four somatic H1 variants shows selective 

depletion of H1.4 from actively transcribed chromatin suggesting repressive 
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effects (Parseghian, 2000). Further histone H1.4 deficient mice exhibited strong 

attenuation of human β-globin transgene silencing (Alami, 2003). Therefore, co-

immunoprecipitation confirmation of FKBP51 and histone H1.4 interaction 

would imply an unknown role of FKBP51 in gene expression regulation.  
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5.1 Introduction 

 

5.1.1  Measuring anxiety behaviour   

Anxiety is an adaptive emotion characterized by psychological (e.g. worry, 

restlessness and fear) and physiological signs (e.g. sweating, increased heart 

rate and tremble). However, pathologically enhanced behavioural 

responsiveness to ambiguous threat due to hyperexcitability in the fear circuitry 

is expressed as clinical anxiety (Davis, 1998). Spielberger in 1966 conceptualized 

multifaceted anxiety defining individual’s predisposition to respond as trait 

(innate) anxiety and anxiogenic stimulus- or experience-related anxiety as state 

anxiety (Endler, 2001). Importantly, behavioural tests described here measure 

situation-evoked (state) anxiety behaviour not the innate anxiety (Ohl, 2005). 

Anxiety-assessing behavioural methods can be divided into two categories: 

unconditioned or ethological tests (e.g. elevated plus-maze, open field) and 

conditioned tests (e.g. fear-potentiated startle) (Cryan, 2005). Given the highly 

debatable nature and complexities of behaviour paradigms only a brief 

literature review is provided of the tests employed in this study (Hogg, 1996). 

 

Unconditioned tests are based on knowledge derived from studying animal’s 

natural behaviour and involve assessing animal behaviour in presence of 

naturally fear inducing stimuli (Belzung, 2001). Rodents are naturally foraging 

species with innate exploratory behaviour to gain information about foraging 
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and any potential danger (Belzung, 1994). However, exposure to a novel 

unprotected area triggers exploratory as well as the fear drive leading to 

approach-avoidance conflict behaviour (Montgomery, 1955a). Unconditioned 

tests exploit these conflicting tendencies of animal to approach or avoid the 

unprotected spaces (Cryan, 2005). Aversive nature of the unprotected area is 

amplified in most tests by elevation and bright illumination of the area. The 

balance between desire to explore the unknown area and motivation to avoid 

danger determines animal’s behaviour in these tests, indicative of generalized 

anxiety disorders and PTSD in humans (Ohl, 2005). Additionally due to ethical 

reasons, conditioned tests involving a significant pain element are less popular 

compared to ethological tests (Bourin, 2007).   

 

Montgomery in 1955 reported rat’s strong approach-avoidance conflict only in 

the open elevated alleyway and not in the closed alleyway of a Y-shaped 

apparatus (Montgomery, 1955b). Handley and colleagues in 1984 not just 

applied the elevated X maze to Montgomery’s model but also successfully 

validated the method (Handley, 1984). Since then elevated plus-maze, first 

described in details by Pellow and colleagues in 1985, remain one of the most 

commonly used tool to screen anxiety modulating drugs and genetic & 

environmental factors (Pellow, 1985). Test is carried out in elevated, plus-

shaped maze consisting of four arms: two opposing arms that form the 

unprotected aversive area and other two opposing closed arms protected by 

side walls. The animal is placed on the central platform interconnecting all four 
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arms and the behaviour is observed usually for 5-10 minutes. Elevated plus-

maze apparatus combines three anxigenic stimuli: height, open space and 

novelty. Spatiotemporal parameters such as number of entries and time spent in 

open arm, closed arm and centre are commonly measured (Walf, 2007). 

Ethological parameters such as number of head dips over the open & closed 

arms, stretch attend posture, rearing and sniffing could provide detail 

understanding of animal’s behaviour on the maze (Walf, 2007). The rank-order 

of preference is closed > centre > open arm which is strengthened by anxiogenic 

and suppressed by anxiolytic stimuli. Open arm related parameters reflect the 

level of anxiety whereas total entries indicate animal’s locomotor function 

(Lister, 1987). For example, anxiolytic drugs (diazepam and amylobarbitone) 

increased and putative anxiogenic agents (picrotoxin) decreased the number of 

entries by rats into the unprotected open arm (Handley, 1984). Elevated plus-

maze is highly sensitive to environmental and procedural modifications 

(Carobrez, 2005). Various factors shown to affect animal’s behaviour in the 

elevated plus maze include prior experience, illumination, width of the arm and 

social isolation among others (Bourin, 2007). Similar to other tests, elevated 

plus-maze apparatus, protocol and scoring method varies significantly from 

laboratory to laboratory (Hogg, 1996; Lewejohann, 2006).  

 

Hall in 1936 measured rat’s emotionality by means of defecation and 

ambulatory behaviour in a brightly illuminated round open field with 

surrounding walls. Emotional stimulation by predator encounter in rats 
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resulted in more defecation and marked reduction in ambulatory activity in the 

open field (Hall, 1936). Open field apparatus used varies from laboratory to 

laboratory in shape (round & square), size and intensity of illumination (dim to 

bright) (Ohl, 2005). Animals are placed in the same position and behaviour is 

usually monitored for 10 minutes. Mice display a strong tendency of staying 

close to the protected wall known as thigmotaxis and avoid entering the centre 

zone (Ohl, 2005). Parameters such as time spent, distance travelled and number 

of entries for centre and peripheral zone are calculated (Prut, 2003). Centre zone 

parameters indicate anxiety levels whereas total distance travelled is a measure 

of locomotion and exploratory behaviour (Bourin, 2007). Open field has 

significant predictive validity for both anxiolytic and anxiogenic drugs 

respectively increasing and decreasing the time spent by animals in the centre 

zone (Prut, 2003). Similar to elevated plus-maze, animal’s behaviour in the open 

field test can also be influenced handling, procedural and environmental factors 

(Lewejohann, 2006).  

 

5.1.2 Assessing learning and memory 

Environmental factors influence behaviour by means of learning and memory 

mechanisms (Kandel, 1999). Definitions of learning and memory remain one of 

the most debated topics in the neuroscience fraternity (Sweatt, 2003). However, 

experimentally speaking, learning refers to acquisition of an altered behavioural 

response to a given stimulus resulting from an experience whereas memory 

represents the mechanisms of encoding, storing and retrieving the acquired 
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pattern of neuronal activation responsible for this altered behaviour after 

experience (Kandel, 1999; Sweatt, 2003). Memory is not a unitary phenomenon 

and multiple forms of memory vary in psychological characteristics, brain 

regions involved and neural mechanisms of encoding, storage, consolidation 

and retrieval. Given their diversity, not all forms of memory can be assessed by 

one particular test. Instead specific tests have been devised to study different 

aspects of learning and memory such as novel object recognition, Morris water 

maze, passive avoidance test, fear conditioning (FC), conditioned taste aversion, 

etc (Crawley, 1997). 

 

Classical fear conditioning task is a form of associative learning that measures 

animal’s ability to learn and remember association between environment and 

footshock (contextual), or between auditory tone and footshock (cued) (Maren, 

2001). Animals are trained to associate neutral conditioned stimulus (CS), tone, 

with unconditioned stimulus (US), electric footshock, of aversive nature. CS 

presentation for 30 seconds end with a 2 seconds footshock and hence this 

procedure is also called delayed conditioning. FC to context is measured 

normally after 24 hours in the training chamber without tone and shock. 

Animals are placed 48 hours later in a chamber, different from the training, to 

assess cued FC in presence of tone. Animal’s activity and freezing behaviour is 

recorded during all phases of the experiment. Increased freezing behaviour in 

the context of shock (contextual) and in response to conditioned tone (cued) 

indicates memory.  
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Regional lesion has been a common approach to identify neural circuitry 

involved in various forms of learning and memory (Eichenbaum, 2001). 

Classical view is that the hippocampus associates context with the footshock 

whereas association between tone and the footshock is amygdala-dependent 

(Maren, 2001). Importantly, where the associative role of the amygdala in FC is 

consensual, the contribution of the hippocampus to the contextual conditioning 

in mice is rather unclear. Electrolytic amygdala lesions impaired both context 

and cued conditioning whereas freezing solely to context was abolished in rats 

with damaged hippocampus (Phillips, 1992). Author proposed the amygdala as 

the brain region involved in formation of associative fear learning and memory.  

Hippocampus, in their view, served only as a sensory relay involved in 

association of context with the footshock. However, contradictory evidence also 

exists showing that hippocampal lesions have either no effect or only partial 

impairment on the context memory (Logue, 1997; Cho, 1999). Maren and 

colleagues observed that neurotoxic lesions of the dorsal hippocampus did not 

impair acquisition, but did disrupt the expression of the of contextual fear 

conditioning (Maren, 1997 & 1999). They postulated, two parallel, hippocampal 

and extrahippocampal, mechanisms compete with each other to support of 

contextual FC. Indeed some studies have reported that damaging perirhinal 

and postrhinal cortices, potential extrahippocampal candidates, pre-training or 

post-training remarkably impairs context-dependent FC (Buffalo, 1999; Bucci, 

2000 & 2002; Lindquist, 2004). Importantly, basolateral amygdala serves as the 

locus of competition and hippocampus dominates the extrahippocampal 
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system in an intact system (Biedenkapp, 2009). Therefore, the amygdala is 

critical for acquisition and storage of cued memory whereas the hippocampus is 

a key region for context-dependent FC.   

 

5.1.3 Fkbp5 in behaviour 

GR transcriptional target Fkbp5 regulates GR sensitivity to determine one’s 

stress coping behaviour and susceptibility to stress-related psychiatric disorders 

(Binder, 2009). Strong clinical evidence confirms positive correlation between 

“high induction” Fkbp5 genotypes (or single nucleotide polymorphisms) and 

development of depression and PTSD (Binder, 2009). Further, recently three 

studies have behaviourally phenotyped Fkbp5-/- mice to better understand 

potential neurobehavioural effects of Fkbp5. Surprisingly Fkbp5 deletion affect 

neither the basal corticosterone levels nor the locomotion, stress-coping, 

anxiety-related, depression-like and exploratory behaviour in young mice 

(O’Leary III, 2011;; Touma, 2011; Hartmann, 2011).  

 

Stressed Fkbp5-/- mice, on the other hand, spend significantly more time 

swimming and less time floating in forced swim test compared to stressed wild 

type mice in two independent studies (Touma, 2011; Hartmann, 2011). 

Complementing behaviour, psychological stress-induced elevations in 

corticosterone levels were attenuated in Fkbp5-/- mice compared to their wild 

type littermates in different physiological paradigms and attenuation persisted 

even during recovery period (O’Leary III, 2011;; Touma, 2011;; Hartmann, 2011). 
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Hence, enhanced GR sensitivity of Fkbp5-/- mice following stress could 

underlie their more active coping behaviour in forced swim test (Touma, 2011; 

Hartmann, 2011). Even though chronically stressed Fkbp5-/- mice did not show 

any anxiety-related behaviour in the open field and the elevated plus-maze test, 

despite their significantly lower locomotor activity (Hartmann, 2011). 

 

Depressive symptoms show positive correlation with increased FKBP51 levels 

in HIV patients carrying high induction associated TT allele of rs1360780 (Tatro, 

2010). Further in vivo evidence comes from behavioural studies of aged Fkbp5-

/- mice (O’Leary III, 2011). Interestingly in both tail-suspension and forced 

swim tests 17-20 months old Fkbp5-/- mice displayed significantly less 

immobility compared to same age wild type mice. Nevertheless activity, motor 

performance, motor coordination, motor learning, anxiety-related behaviour, 

hippocampus-dependent and amygdala-dependent emotional learning & 

memory did not differ between aged Fkbp5-/- and wild type mice when 

subjected to a battery of behavioural tests (O’Leary III, 2011).  

 

Our lab has previously shown that acute restraint stress (6 hours) induces 

anxiety-like behaviour in elevated plus-maze test without affecting locomotion 

(Pawlak, 2003; Attwood, 2011). Importantly, this correlates with the robust 

upregulation in amygdala Fkbp5 gene expression after 6 hours of restraint 

stress (Figure 3.1). Hence, following the crucial role of Fkbp5 in stress-related 

coping behaviour, outlined in the literature above, we hypothesized a role of 
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amygdalar Fkbp5 in anxiety-related behaviour induced by severe stressful 

experiences. Therefore the primary aim of this chapter was to investigate the 

behavioural alterations in wild-type mice lacking amygdala-specific Fkbp5.  
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5.2 Results  

 
Intra-amygdala stereotaxic injection of Fkbp5-targeting lentiviral shRNA 

particles silenced ≈ 60% of Fkbp5s expression in the wild-type mice amygdala 

(Figure 2.10). Wild-type mice lacking local Fkbp5 in the amygdala were 

assessed on the elevated plus-maze for anxiety-like behaviour induced by 

restraint stress. Stress, genotype and stress x genotype interaction did not 

significantly affect the number of total entries (Figure 5.1A; Two-way ANOVA; 

genotype effect F(1,25) = 1.382, p = 0.251; stress effect F(1,25) = 0.044, p = 0.835; 

genotype × stress interaction F(1,25) = 2.060, p = 0.164) and closed arm entries 

(Figure 5.1C; Two-way ANOVA; genotype effect F(1,25) = 0.064, p = 0.803; stress 

effect F(1,25) = 0.353, p = 0.558; genotype × stress interaction F(1,25) = 0.049, p = 

0.826). However with regard to dimly illuminated open arm entries (Figure 

5.1B), two-way ANOVA revealed a significant effect of genotype (F(1,25) = 

13.602, p = 0.001) and stress x genotype interaction (F(1,25) = 9.158, p = 0.006) but 

not the stress (F(1,25) = 0.296, p = 0.591).  
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Figure 5.1 Amygdala-specific Fkbp5 silencing protects wild type mice from 
stress-induced anxiety in elevated plus maze. Wild-type mice, stereotaxically 
injected with either non-targeting control or Fkbp5 targeting clone, were 
subjected to restraint stress for 6 hours following recovery period. Next day 
animals were tested for stress-induced anxiety behaviour on the elevated plus 
maze. Animal’s exploratory behaviour on the maze was recorded for 5 minutes 
and (A) total entries, (B) open arm entries and (C) closed arm entries were 
counted. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m. n= 6-8 per group. 6h S, 6 hours stress. 
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Non-targeting clone injected wild-type mice, following stress, entered the open 

arms significantly less compared to their non-stressed control littermates (Non-

targeting control vs Non-targeting stress, p < 0.05), amygdalar Fkbp5-deficient 

non-stressed (Fkbp5 targeting control vs Non-targeting stress, p < 0.05) and 

stressed mice (Non-targeting stress vs Fkbp5 targeting stress, p < 0.001). 

Interestingly, elevated plus-maze open arm exploration of Fkbp5 targeting 

clone injected mice remains unaltered following stress (Fkbp5 targeting control 

vs Fkbp5 targeting stress, p > 0.05). Hence, silencing Fkbp5 in the amygdala 

confers anxiolytic phenotype to otherwise vulnerable wild-type mice.  

 

Next the stress-induced alteration in exploratory behaviour of amygdala-

specific Fkbp5 deficient mice was studied in the open field arena. The ANOVA 

failed to reveal significant effect of stress, genotype and stress x genotype 

interaction on the total distance travelled (Figure 5.2A; Two-way ANOVA; 

genotype effect F(1,24) = 0.018, p = 0.895; stress effect F(1,24) = 0.010, p = 0.921; 

genotype × stress interaction F(1,24) = 0.325, p = 0.574), distance travelled in the 

perimeter (Figure 5.2E; Two-way ANOVA; genotype effect F(1,24) = 0.014, p = 

0.907; stress effect F(1,24) = 0.106, p = 0.748; genotype × stress interaction F(1,24) = 

0.453, p = 0.507) and time spent in the perimeter (Figure 5.2F; Two-way 

ANOVA; genotype effect F(1,24) = 1.595, p = 0.219; stress effect F(1,24) = 1.826, p = 

0.189; genotype × stress interaction F(1,24) = 3.451, p = 0.076).  
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Figure 5.2 Silencing amygdalar Fkbp5 expression protects wild type mice 
from stress-induced suppression of exploratory behaviour in the open field. 
Wild type mice were injected with either non-targeting control or Fkbp5 
targeting clone and restraint stressed for 6 hours post recovery period. 
Following day animal’s exploratory behaviour in a novel open field 
environment was studied and recorded for 10 minutes using an overhead 
camera. ANY-MAZE software was used to calculate behavioural parameters: 
(A) total distance travelled, (B) centre entries, (C) distance travelled in centre, 
(D) time in centre, (E) distance travelled in perimeter and (F) time in perimeter. 
Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m. n= 6-8 per group. 6h S, 6 hours stress. 
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Table 5.1 Number of centre zone entries: Tukey’s post-hoc results            

                               Compared groups                                        p value          

                             NT NS vs NT 6h S                                           p < 0.05 

                        Fkbp5 NS vs NT 6h S                                           p < 0.05 

                        Fkbp5 NS vs Fkbp5 6h S                                      p > 0.05 

                            NT 6h S vs Fkbp5 6h S                                      p < 0.05    

      NT, Non-targeting clone; Fkbp5, Fkbp5 targeting clone; NS, non stressed; 6h S, 6 hours stress 

 
Table 5.2 Distance travelled in centre zone: Tukey’s post-hoc results            

                               Compared groups                                        p value          

                             NT NS vs NT 6h S                                          p < 0.05 

                        Fkbp5 NS vs NT 6h S                                          p < 0.01 

                        Fkbp5 NS vs Fkbp5 6h S                                     p > 0.05 

                            NT 6h S vs Fkbp5 6h S                                     p < 0.05    

      NT, Non-targeting clone; Fkbp5, Fkbp5 targeting clone; NS, non stressed; 6h S, 6 hours stress 

 
Table 5.3 Time spent in centre zone: Tukey’s post-hoc results            

                               Compared groups                                        p value          

                             NT NS vs NT 6h S                                          p < 0.01 

                        Fkbp5 NS vs NT 6h S                                          p < 0.05 

                        Fkbp5 NS vs Fkbp5 6h S                                     p > 0.05 

                            NT 6h S vs Fkbp5 6h S                                     p < 0.01    

      NT, Non-targeting clone; Fkbp5, Fkbp5 targeting clone; NS, non stressed; 6h S, 6 hours stress 
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Conversely, significant genotype, stress and genotype x stress interaction effects 

are revealed on centre zone parameters: number of entries (Figure 5.2B; Table 

5.1; Two-way ANOVA; genotype effect F(1,24) = 4.552, p = 0.043; stress 

effect F(1,24) = 5.398, p = 0.029; genotype × stress interaction F(1,24) = 6.905, p = 

0.015), distance travelled (Figure 5.2C; Table 5.2; Two-way ANOVA; genotype 

effect F(1,24) = 5.755, p = 0.025; stress effect F(1,24) = 10.455, p = 0.004; 

genotype × stress interaction F(1,24) = 8.792, p = 0.007) and time spent (Figure 

5.2D; Table 5.3; Two-way ANOVA; genotype effect F(1,24) = 5.251, p = 0.031; 

stress effect F(1,24) = 4.949, p = 0.036; genotype × stress interaction F(1,24) = 

13.854, p = 0.001).  

 

Similar to the elevated plus maze, open field exploratory behaviour did not 

differ between stress- naïve non-targeting clone injected control and Fkbp5 

targeting clone mice (Figure 5.3). However, non-targeting clone-injected mice 

displayed significant avoidance of unprotected center zone following stress 

despite unimpaired general locomotive activity. In contrast amygdala-specific 

Fkbp5-deficient stressed mice did not show any repulsive tendency towards the 

center zone since the number of entries, time spent and distance travelled did 

not differ between control and stressed mice implying a stress-resistant 

phenotype.   
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Figure 5.3 Representative track plots of animal’s exploration pattern in the 
open field. Naïve and stressed wild type mice, injected with either non-
targeting control or Fkbp5 targeting clone, were allowed to explore the open 
field for 10 minutes. Small square in the middle is defined as the centre zone 
and the outer square as the perimeter. The thin purple line indicates animal’s 
movement in the open field recorded with an overhead camera. Plots were 
generated using ANY-MAZE software.  
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Pavlovian FC was performed on non-targeting and Fkbp5 targeting clone-

injected mice to study the role of amygdalar Fkbp5 in fear learning and 

memory. After three trials, mice learned to associate the CS tone with the US 

electric footshock on training day. Retrieval of hippocampus-dependent 

contextual memory was evaluated 24 hours after training by re-exposing the 

mice to the training chamber and measuring the fear response indicated by 

immobility (Figure 5.4; Table 5.4). Two-way ANOVA showed a significant 

effect of only FC (F(1,28) = 60.452, p < 0.0001) but not the genotype (F(1,28) = 

1.160, p = 0.291) and FC x genotype interaction (F(1,28) = 0.635, p = 0.432). Both 

genotypes showed around 20% more context retrieval freezing compared to 

baseline freezing (Figure 5.4B & C).  

 

Table 5.4 Contextual memory: Tukey’s post-hoc results            

                               Compared groups                                        p value          

                    NT baseline vs Fkbp5 baseline                              p > 0.05 

                    NT baseline vs NT retrieval                                   p < 0.001 

                    NT baseline vs Fkbp5 retrieval                              p < 0.001 

               Fkbp5 baseline vs NT retrieval                                   p < 0.001 

               Fkbp5 baseline vs Fkbp5 retrieval                              p <0.001 
                    NT retrieval vs Fkbp5 retrieval                              p > 0.05    

                                                                         NT, Non-targeting clone; Fkbp5, Fkbp5 targeting clone 
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Figure 5.4 Deleting Fkbp5 gene in amygdala does not impair hippocampus-
dependent memory in wild type mice. Non-targeting control or Fkbp5 
targeting clone-injected mice were trained to associate the tone with the aversive 
foot shock. Next day mice were placed in the same chamber for 180 seconds and 
freezing was assessed to evaluate the hippocampus-dependent contextual 
memory. (A) FreezView software was used to quantify freezing. Representative 
traces of movement amplitude for (B) non-targeting control and (C) Fkbp5 
targeting clone-injected mice during the context retrieval are depicted. Yellow 
bars in the panel below indicate lack of movement. Digits inside column 
indicate n. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m. 
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Figure 5.5 Amygdalar Fkbp5 is not involved in conditioned fear. Wild type 
mice, stereotaxically injected with either non-targeting control or Fkbp5 
targeting clones, learned to pair conditioned tone with the electric foot shock on 
training day. Mice were placed in a different chamber from the training 48 hours 
later and the conditioned tone was played during the last 120 seconds. Animal’s 
freezing behaviour in presence of tone was monitored to study amygdala-
depedent cued memory and (A) quantified using FreezeView software. 
Representative traces of movement amplitude for (B) non-targeting control and 
(C) Fkbp5 targeting clone-injected mice during the tone retrieval are shown. 
Immobility is indicated by yellow bars in the below panel. Digits inside column 
indicate n. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m. 
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When tested for amygdala-dependent cued retrieval of fear 48 hours after 

training, both groups of animals significantly increased their immobility in 

response to the tone. However, the strength of the memory did not differ 

between both genotypes (Figure 5.5; Table 5.5; Two-way ANOVA; genotype 

effect F(1,28) = 0.392, p = 0.536; FC effect F(1,28) = 184.176, p < 0.0001; 

genotype × FC interaction F(1,24) = 0.718, p = 0.404). Non-targeting and Fkbp5 

targeting clone injected mice showed robust freezing only during the tone 

presentation (Figure 5.5B & C). 

 

Table 5.5 Cued memory: Tukey’s post-hoc results            

                               Compared groups                                        p value          

                    NT baseline vs Fkbp5 baseline                              p > 0.05 

                    NT baseline vs NT retrieval                                   p < 0.001 

                    NT baseline vs Fkbp5 retrieval                              p < 0.001 

               Fkbp5 baseline vs NT retrieval                                   p < 0.001 

               Fkbp5 baseline vs Fkbp5 retrieval                              p <0.001 
                    NT retrieval vs Fkbp5 retrieval                              p > 0.05    

                                                                      NT, Non-targeting clone; Fkbp5, Fkbp5 targeting clone 
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5.3 Discussion 

 
Silencing Fkbp5 in the amygdala did not impair the locomotor activity and 

anxiety-related behaviour in the stress naïve wild-type mice. None of the 

elevated plus-maze and open field test parameters measured differs 

significantly between non-stressed non-targeting control and Fkbp5 targeting 

clone injected wild-type mice. These results align with prior research 

investigating behavioural effects of global Fkbp5 deletion, which also 

demonstrated insignificant effect of Fkbp5 genotype on behavior under basal 

conditions (O’Leary III, 2011;; Touma, 2011; Hartmann, 2011).    

 

Restraint stress paradigm, involving neurogenic and psychogenic but no 

physical element, uses immobilization technique to trigger the stress response. 

Acutely stressed wild-type mice have previously been shown to exhibit 

significant anxiety-like behaviour in different anxiety measuring paradigms 

(Pawlak, 2003; Kumar, 2010; Attwood, 2011). The current study findings can 

confirm that exposure to acute immobilization restraint stress heightens 

anxiety behavior of non-targeting control injected wild-type mice without 

affecting the locomotion, as indicated by significantly decreased open arm 

entries in the elevated plus-maze and significantly increased avoidance of 

centre zone (number of entries, time spent and distance travelled) in the open 

field tests (Figure 5.1 & 5.2 & 5.3). Surprisingly though, amygdala-specific 

Fkbp5 deficient wild-type mice exposed to stress, in contrast, did not display 
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any fear of entering the open arm and exploring the centre of the open field 

arena in anxiety assessing behavioural tests (Figure 5.1 & 5.2 & 5.3). Therefore, 

neither the anxiety-related exploratory behavior nor the general locomotor 

activity was significantly altered by stress in wild-type mice lacking amygdalar 

Fkbp5.  

 
Similar to amygdala-specific Fkbp5-deficient mice, conventional Fkbp5-/- mice 

also exhibit more active stress-coping behaviour, although only in forced swim 

and not the elevated plus-maze and open field test, owing to their enhanced GR 

sensitivity, determined by significantly lower corticosterone elevation following 

stress compared to wild-type mice in two independent studies (Touma, 2011; 

Hartmann, 2011). Importantly, Hartmann and colleagues failed to reproduce 

previously shown higher anxiety-like behaviour in the elevated plus-maze and 

the open field of wild-type mice subjected to chronic social defeat stress 

(Schmidt, 2007, Hartmann, 2011). These inconsistent findings question the 

reliability and reproducibility of the chronic social defeat stress paradigm. Also 

conventional knockout mice, although popular, always raise concerns over 

unknown and adaptive compensatory mechanisms (Touma, 2011). Devoid of 

any such masking mechanisms, wild-type mice lacking amygdalar Fkbp5 reveal 

their stress-resistant phenotype.   

  

Silencing amygdala-specific Fkbp5 does not impair freezing in contextual and 

cued fear conditioning compared to wild-type controls (Figure 5.4 & 5.5). 
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Likewise, spatial and emotional memory remains unaffected by global Fkbp5 

deletion (O’Leary III, 2011). Taken together, our results suggest that while 

amygdalar Fkbp5 deletion protects wild-type mice, exposed to restraint stress, 

from experiencing heightened unconditioned fear in unconditioned anxiety 

tests, conditioned fear remains unaffected.  

 

Amygdalar Fkbp5 may differentially be involved in distinct neural mechanisms 

underlying unconditioned and conditioned fear related to stress responses. 

Amygdala is undisputedly a key brain region in neural circuitry of fear (Rosen, 

2004). Basolateral complex of the amygdala receives sensory information from 

the thalamus and the cortex. Davis has proposed delineating the neural 

pathways involved in conditioned and unconditioned fear depending on the 

downstream, central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA) or the bed nucleus of the 

stria terminalis (BNST), region receiving projections from the basolateral 

complex (Davis, 2006). Both CeM and BNST receive inputs from the basolateral 

complex of amygdala and subsequently project to the hypothalamic and 

brainstem structures that mediate behavioural, autonomical and 

electrophysiological responses of fear and anxiety (Walker, 2003).  Importantly, 

infusion of AMPA receptor antagonist into the basolateral amygdala disrupted 

both the conditioned and unconditioned phenomena (Walker, 1997). NMDA 

lesions of CeA but not the BNST, blocks the conditioned fear to explicit cues in 

fear potentiated startle (Hitchcock, 1987; Hitchcock, 1991; Lee, 1997). CRH- and 

light-enhanced startle, reflecting unconditioned fear, is blocked by NMDA 
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lesions only in the BNST region but not the CeA (LeDoux, 1988; Walker, 1997). 

Basolateral amygdala projections to CeA mediate rapid, phasic responses 

whereas basolateral amygdala output to BNST produces slower, sustained 

responses to unconditional threat (Walker, 2003; Davis, 2006). Most 

importantly, chronic immobilization stress-mediated increase in dendritic 

arborisation of neurons in the BNST, but not in CeA, underlies the facilitation of 

anxiety-like behaviour (Vyas, 2003).   

 

In summary, knocking down amygdalar Fkbp5 in wild-type mice, while does 

not impair basal behaviour, under stressful environment confers more active 

coping behaviour and protective phenotype. Importantly, amygdalar Fkbp5 is 

only involved in unconditional fear or anxiety and not in the conditioned fear. 

Hence, both clinical evidence and mice behavioural data suggest Fkbp5 

genotype affects behaviour only in interaction with environment.  
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6.1 Introduction 

  
6.1.1 miRNA physiology 

Non-coding RNAs constitute an important group of molecules participating in 

diverse developmental and regulatory events (Hunsberger, 2009). miRNAs are 

21 nucleotides long strands of genetic material that regulate post-

transcriptional expression of almost one third coding mRNAs (Kosik, 2006).  

Mature miRNA biogenesis (Figure 6.1) involves a series of enzymatic events 

beginning with RNA-polymerase II-mediated transcription of long transcripts 

known as pri-miRNA. RNAse III enzyme Drosha then cleaves the pri-miRNA 

transcript to 70 nucleotide-long hairpin RNA called pre-miRNA, followed by 

translocation of the precursor to cytoplasm by nuclear export factor exportin 5. 

Another RNAse III enzyme Dicer cleaves the stem-loop structure into imperfect 

21 base pairs long double-stranded RNA duplex. After unwinding of the 

duplex, strand with the lower thermodynamic stability at 5’ end, also referred 

to as guide strand, is recruited to miRNA-induced silencing complex (miRISC; 

Figure 6.1) whereas the other strand in most cases is degraded (Kosik, 2006).     

 

Mature miRNAs associate with any member of the argonaute protein family to 

form the miRISC followed by the complex’s binding to the target mRNA 

through base pairing between partially complement miRNA and 3’ – 

untranslated region (3’ UTR) of the transcript (Bushati, 2007).  

 



Figure 6.1 Schematic model of miRNA biogenesis and mechanism of 
action. Adapted from (Muhonen, 2009).  
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Classically miRNAs only negatively regulate mRNA translation into protein via 

mechanisms such as miRISC-triggered target transcript degradation through 

deadenylation and interference with target translation by inhibiting translation 

initiation, blocking translation elongation, promoting premature drop-off of the 

ribosome and degrading co-translational protein (Pillai, 2007; Cannell, 2008). 

Despite remarkable progress in our understanding of miRNA biology we 

struggle to understand the reason behind this diversity of mechanisms and 

precise molecular events that take place (Eulalio, 2008). Some argue that 

sequence and features of 3’ UTR are important since 3’ UTR region act as a 

docking site for complexes regulating mRNA stability and localization (Behm-

Ansmant, 2006). In addition, miRISC-interacting proteins also have crucial roles 

in determining miRNA regulation (Buchan, 2007). Supporting evidence has 

surfaced showing that, contrary to the popular belief, an miRNA can both boost 

or block the translation of target mRNA depending on the miRISC interacting 

protein under different physiological conditions (Vasudevan, 2007 a&b). 

Nevertheless, a detailed understanding of miRNA mediated posttranscriptional 

regulation of mRNA is still in its infancy and more work is needed to 

understand their regulatory roles in critical physiological events.  

 
6.1.2 miRNA, stress and synaptic plasticity 

Regulatory role of miRNAs in the mature central nervous system is a rapidly 

growing field. Not because of abundant miRNA expression in the brain but 

mainly due to region specificity and enrichment of particular miRNAs 
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dominating the population of expressed miRNAs (Konecna, 2009). For example, 

brain specific miR-134, enriched in the synapto-dendritic compartment of 

mammalian hippocampal neurons, inhibits spine developmental protein Limk1 

to regulate spine volume (Schratt, 2006). In addition, brain-derived 

neurotrophic factor (BDNF)-mediated synaptic activation releases the inhibitory 

effect of miR-134 on Limk1 translation (Schratt, 2006). Schratt and colleagues’ 

pioneering work suggested that miRNAs regulating translation of dendrite-

specific mRNAs might have a crucial role in stress-modulated structural form 

of synaptic plasticity in the basolateral amygdala and hence, associated 

behavioural imprints (Steward, 2001; Kelleher, 2004; Mitra, 2005). Indeed, in the 

frontal cortex region-specific transient alteration of miRNA levels have been 

observed in CD1 male mice stressed for 2 hours (Rinaldi, 2010). In addition, 

increased miR-18a expression resulting in reduced GR levels, in the 

paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus, determined impairment in HPA 

axis habituation and higher vulnerability of Fischer 344 rats to repeated 

restraint stress (Uchida, 2008). Moreover, acute immobilization stress-

upregulated miR-134 and miR-183 in central nucleus of the rat amygdala both 

inhibits acetylecholinesterase transcript slicing factor, SC35, to regulate 

cholinergic neurotransmission in neuronal stress reaction (Meerson, 2010). 

Haramati and colleagues have recently reported that increased expression of 

stress-responding miR-34c in the central nucleus of the amygdala suppressed 

translation of corticotropin releasing factor receptor type 1 mRNA to protect 

C57BL/6J mice from stress-induced anxiety (Haramati, 2011). Hence in this 
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study, we aimed to examine amygdalar miRNA expression profile after 6 hours 

of restraint stress to explore the physiological role of miRNAs in the regulation 

of Fkbp5 during stress response, in the context of stress-related behaviour. 
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6.2 Results  

 

miRNA expression profiling was carried out on mRNA extracted from 

amygdala tissues that were obtained from control and restraint stressed mice. 

During microarray procedures, measured intensity of the probes is affected by 

systemic spatial variability due to factors such as unequal distribution of RNA 

sample, non-specific binding of labelled sample to the array surface, processing 

effects such as deposits left after the wash stage, optical noise from the scanner 

and intensity-dependent dye effect (Burgueno, 2005). Spatial distribution plot 

determines the correlation between the intensity and location of the probes. In 

order to reduce the impact of spatial noise on estimation of gene expression, 

measured intensities were global background corrected by subtracting intensity 

of the blank probe containing only one single “T” nucleotide, spike-in labeling 

controls and hybridization controls. Spatial distribution image of raw data 

(Figure 6.2A) confirms a gradient effect of probe location on its intensity that is 

removed after global background correction (Figure 6.2B).  

 

Normalisation aims to remove any obscuring systematic differences between 

samples that are not of biological origin (Pradervand, 2009). Mean-versus-

standard deviation and box plots of raw data (Figure 6.3A & C) confirmed 

quadratic dependency of transcript variance on their mean. Variance stabilizing 

normalisation, described by Bolstad and colleagues, eliminates this dependency 

to make the variance independent of the mean and transforms intensity values 

to log-scale (Bolstad, 2003).  



Figure 6.2 Spatial distribution of (A) raw and (B) local background 
corrected data. Red and green indicate up- and downregulation of the probe, 
respectively and the numeric scale bar denotes relative intensity values. 
Adapted from Febit’s bioinformatics report.  
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Figure 6.3 Variance stabilizing normalisation. Microarray raw data plotted 
on (A) mean versus standard deviation and (C) box plot revealed non-
uniform distribution of raw data. Variance stabilizing normalised data 
plotted on (B) mean versus standard deviation and (D) box plot confirmed 
the positive influence of normalisation on data distribution.  
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Normalised data exhibited uniform distribution highlighting positive influence 

of normalisation in mean-versus-standard deviation and box plots (Figure 6.3B 

& D). 

 

Correlation analysis represents Pearson correlation coefficients for inter and 

intra group samples calculated using probe intensity values (Figure 6.4). 

Biological replicates exhibited much higher correlation whereas control and 

stress, inter group, arrays comparison revealed lower correlation suggesting 

stress effect on intensity of probes. However the differences between inter and 

intra group correlation coefficient is rather smaller presumably because stress 

affects expression of only a fraction of miRNAs leaving majority of probes 

unchanged in biologically related samples.   

 

Principal component analysis is a tool that compresses data dimensionality to 

identify the expression pattern by using covariance analysis between factors 

(Quackenbush, 2001). Screeplot indicates that first principal component carries 

the highest data variance and applying further principal components results in 

simultaneous reduction in degree of variances and data dimensionality (Figure 

6.5A). Control and stressed samples display distinctive expression pattern from 

each other in three-dimension scatter plot of three principal components 

(Figure 6.5B).   

 

 



Figure 6.4 Correlation analysis. Correlation between replicates enclosed by 
red dashed boxes and samples between two groups are presented as a 
matrix. Blue and yellow indicate low and high correlation between the 
samples, respectively and the numeric scale bar denotes relative correlation 
coefficient value. Adapted from Febit’s bioinformatics report. 
 
 



A 

B 

Figure 6.5 Principal component analysis. (A) Screeplot depicts eigenvalues 
for all the principal components. (B) Three dimension scatter plot of 
principal component analysis confirms control and test samples are clearly 
separate from each other. 1, control samples; 2, test/stress samples. Adapted 
from Febit’s bioinformatics report. 
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Test versus control expression for all probes was compared to detect amygdala 

miRNAs differentially regulated by restraint stress. An R package, linear 

models for microarray data (LIMMA), was used to analyse t-Test and empirical 

Bayesian statistics p-value and p-value adjusted for multiple testing to control 

false discovery rate. Table 6.1 represents the list of 20 top most deregulated 

miRNAs, of which 14 were up- and 6 were down-regulated after stress in the 

amygdala. However, for small sample size (n ≤ 6) statistically stable and reliable 

empirical Bayesian adjusted p-value revealed only five significantly 

upregulated miRNAs showing more than threefold increase in expression. A 

volcano plot was generated to visualize the amygdala miRNAs most 

significantly (empirical Bayesian adjusted p < 0.05) and differentially expressed 

between control and stress samples (Figure 6.6).  

 

Hierarchical clustering analysis identifies and pairwise aligns samples and 

individual probes on the basis of similarities in expression pattern measured 

using Euclidean distance (Eisen, 1998). Biological replicates clustered together 

as indicated by dendrogram for samples shown on top of the expression matrix 

(Figure 6.7). Importantly, clustering analysis of 29 highly variable miRNAs 

revealed one cluster consisted of three significantly stress upregulated 

amygdala miRNAs mmu-miR-1192, mmu-miR-1892 and mmu-miR-1894-3p 

(Figure 6.7). Therefore, expression of these three miRNAs is similarly regulated 

by stress in amygdala.  

 



miRNA Control 
median 

Test 
 median 

Fold 
change 

Log fold 
change 

t-Test raw 
p-value 

t-Test 
adjusted 
p-value 

Empirical 
Bayesian 

raw p-value 

Empirical 
Bayesian 
adjusted 
 p-value 

mmu-miR-483 7.752 9.336 4.877 1.585 0.073 0.572 0.000 0.001 
mmu-miR-1224 6.051 7.503 4.273 1.452 0.060 0.572 0.000 0.031 
mmu-miR-1892 7.086 8.237 3.160 1.151 0.081 0.572 0.000 0.031 
mmu-miR-709 8.383 9.528 3.144 1.145 0.063 0.572 0.001 0.105 

mmu-miR-1192 6.876 8.021 3.143 1.145 0.024 0.572 0.000 0.001 
mmu-miR-1894-3p 7.219 8.356 3.119 1.137 0.063 0.572 0.000 0.006 
mmu-miR-1897-5p 6.014 6.966 2.591 0.952 0.128 0.572 0.002 0.105 

mmu-miR-1306 5.107 6.047 2.560 0.940 0.017 0.572 0.002 0.105 
mmu-miR-376a 9.417 10.309 2.441 0.893 0.003 0.572 0.001 0.090 
mmu-miR-150* 5.461 6.270 2.244 0.808 0.143 0.572 0.014 0.228 
mmu-miR-1964 4.859 5.596 2.090 0.737 0.067 0.572 0.018 0.252 
mmu-miR-669m 8.887 9.622 2.086 0.735 0.070 0.572 0.005 0.169 

mmu-miR-32 7.082 6.328 0.470 -0.755 0.049 0.572 0.006 0.169 
mmu-miR-703 7.695 6.887 0.446 -0.808 0.086 0.572 0.006 0.169 
mmu-miR-470* 6.451 5.620 0.436 -0.831 0.013 0.572 0.001 0.098 

mmu-let-7i* 7.798 6.929 0.419 -0.869 0.112 0.572 0.005 0.169 
mmu-miR-711 7.641 6.762 0.415 -0.879 0.039 0.572 0.003 0.156 

mmu-miR-666-3p 7.685 6.993 0.501 -0.691 0.207 0.572 0.053 0.327 
mmu-miR-207 7.767 8.649 2.418 0.883 0.251 0.589 0.009 0.177 

mmu-miR-34b-3p 6.598 7.521 2.515 0.922 0.601 0.818 0.049 0.327 

Table 6.1 List of 20 amygdala miRNAs most deregulated by stress. miRNAs with empirical Bayesian adjusted p < 0.05 
are highlighted in red. Modified from Febit’s bioinformatics report.  
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Figure 6.6 Volcano plot of test vs. control expression analysis. Data are 
plotted as logarithm of fold change for each miRNA probe on x-axis vs. –
log10 (limma adjusted p-value) on y-axis. Horizontal line represents the 
nominal significance level of 0.05. Vertical line represents the logarithmic 
fold change of 1 (≈2.72 fold change). Therefore, significantly stress-
upregulated in red circles miRNAs are present in the top right quadrant.  



Figure 6.7 Heatmap of hierarchically clustered miRNA probes. Highest 
overall variability showing 29 miRNAs were clustered using Euclidean 
distance as a measure. Hierarchy dendrogram for probes are shown on the 
side and samples on top. Highlighted region outlines the cluster formed by 
stress-upregulated miRNAs. Red and green indicate up- and 
downregulation of the probe, respectively and the numeric scale bar denotes 
relative intensity values. Adapted from Febit’s bioinformatics report.  
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Figure 6.8 Overexpression of stress-upregulated miRNAs has no impact on 
Fkbp5 expression in vitro. Mouse neuroblastoma N2a cells were transfected 
with constructs overexpressing GFP, miR-483, miR-1192, mir-1224, miR-1892 
and miR-1894-3p. RNA was extracted from cells 48 hours later and Fkbp5 
transcript levels measured using qRT-PCR. Expression of Fkbp5 was 
normalized against two housekeeping genes: (A) β-actin and (B) GAPDH. 
Digits inside column indicate n. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m. 
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Next, we investigated the effect of overexpression of stress upregulated 

amygdala miRNAs on Fkbp5 mRNA levels. Mouse neurobastoma N2a cells 

were transfected for 48 hours with constructs overexpressing either null GFP or 

precursors of mmu-miR-483, mmu-miR-1192, mmu-miR-1224, mmu-miR-1892 

and mmu-miR-1894-3p. Extracted RNA analysed using qRT-PCR results 

showed that overexpression of these miRNAs did not cause any significant 

changes in Fkbp5 transcript levels when normalised against β-actin (Figure 6.8 

A; One-way ANOVA; F(6,28) = 0.020, p = 1.00) or GAPDH (Figure 6.8B; One-way 

ANOVA; F(6,28) = 0.492, p = 0.809).  
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6.3 Discussion 

 

Microarray experiment is an invaluable tool to study genome-wide expression 

profiling (Quackenbush, 2001). Exploiting the negative regulation of target 

mRNA by miRNAs, a commonly used approach is to correlate global mRNA 

and miRNA expression profiling to identify physiologically important miRNAs 

and their negatively correlated mRNA targets (Ruike, 2008). With an aim of 

understanding miRNA regulation of stress upregulated Fkbp5, microarray 

platform was employed to determine amygdala miRNAs differentially 

regulated by stress.  

 

Baffling more than surprising, microarrays revealed only five amygdala 

miRNAs that were significantly elevated following stress (Table 6.1). Perhaps, 

microarray data statistical analysis using advanced empirical Bayesian method 

to compensate for our small n number (n=4 per group) and draw statistically 

reliable conclusions may have masked some genuine miRNAs. Moreover, 

Haramati and colleagues recently reported that different microarray platforms, 

Agilent and Affymetrix, although found some common upregulated miRNAs, 

but to a larger extent revealed drastically different miRNA expression profile 

for the same stressed amygdala samples, questioning reliability of the 

microarray technology (Haramati, 2011). Nevertheless, comparison of miRNA 

expression profile in the amygdala after 30 minutes and 6 hours of restraint 

stress elucidated dramatic differences in specific temporal miRNA patterns 
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underlining their physiological functions in the stress response (Haramati, 

2011).  

 

Referring to the classical view - negative post-transcriptional regulation of 

target mRNA by miRNA - no significantly down-regulated miRNAs were 

identified to correlate with elevated Fkbp5 in amygdala under stressful 

conditions (Table 6.1). Complementing our speculation, miRNA target 

prediction algorithms (TargetScan, miRDB, miRanda, Diana-MicroT, 

microRNA.org, EIMMo3 database and MicroTar) did not predict Fkbp5 as a 

target molecule of any stress-elevated five miRNAs. Experimentally Fkbp5 

expression remains unaltered by overexpression of mmu-miR-483, mmu-miR-

1192, mmu-miR-1224, mmu-miR-1892 and mmu-miR-1894-3p (Figure 6.8 A & 

B), further suggesting against any direct miRNA regulation of Fkbp5. It also 

suggests that stress-upregulated five miRNAs did not block a suppressor of 

Fkbp5 to indirectly elevate Fkbp5 by reducing suppressive effect. However, 

studying miRNA effect only on target mRNA level (as opposed to protein level) 

might not be adequate to draw firm conclusions. miRNAs, unlike siRNAs, can 

post-transcriptionally regulate target mRNA not only by degradation but also 

by interference with translation. Therefore, target protein levels also need to be 

evaluated in future to precisely identify potential miRNA-mRNA interactions.  

 

In summary, our preliminary microarray findings suggest lack of regulation of 

Fkbp5 in amygdala by stress-related miRNAs.  
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Severe acute restraint stress episode leads to elevated anxiety-like behaviour in 

wild-type mice but not in neuropsin-deficient mice (Pawlak, 2003; Attwood, 

2011). This body of work explored potential mechanisms of genotypical 

differences in the behavioural manifestations of stress-mediated anxiety. Figure 

7.1 illustrates proposed model whereby stress regulation of GR co-chaperone, 

Fkbp5, in the amygdala may contribute to the stress-induced anxiety-like 

behaviour.  

 

In Chapter 3, we uncovered that attenuated stress-induced upregulation of GR 

co-chaperone, Fkbp5, in neuropsin-/- mice amygdala underlie their protective 

phenotype (Figure 3.1). Bilateral intra-amygdala injection of recombinant 

neuropsin restored the concomitant attenuated Fkbp5 elevation (Figure 3.2) and 

anxiolytic behaviour in neuropsin-/- mice (Attwood, 2011). Stress upregulation 

of Fkbp5 expression is mediated through two independent pathways: 

corticosterone-dependent and previously unknown, corticosterone-

independent pathway. Corticosterone binds to the GREs on the Fkbp5 promoter 

(Makkonen, 2009; Paakinaho, 2010; Attwood, 2011) and decreases DNA 

methyltransferease 1 to demethylate CpGs in the promoter and intron 5 region 

(Lee 2010; Lee 2011; Yang, 2012). Corticosterone-independent pathway, absent 

in neuropsin-/- mice, involves extracellular domain of EphB2 receptor cleaved 

by stress-activated extracellular serine protease, neuropsin, facilitating NMDA 

receptor activity (Attwood, 2011). Elevated Fkbp5 expression in MeCP2-

deficient mice independent of their plasma corticosterone levels (Nuber, 2005) 

suggest towards epigenetic nature of neuropsin-mediated Fkbp5 upregulation.  



Figure 7.1 Stress regulation of amygdalar FKBP51. Two independent 
pathways mediate stress-induced FKBP5 expression upregulation in 
amygdala: corticosterone-dependent and neuropsin-dependent. Mechanism 
downstream of neuropsin pathway still remains unknown. FKBP51 
translocates to nucleus following stress. Dexamethasone treatment promotes 
nuclear FKBP51 interaction with the linker histone H1. Amygdala (red dot)-
specific Fkbp5 deletion protects vulnerable wild-type mice from stress-
induced anxiety. GC, glucocorticoid; GR, glucocorticoid receptor; 51, FKBP51; 
52, FKBP52; 90, Hsp90; D, dynein; GRE, glucocorticoid response element; NP, 
neuropsin; NMDA, NMDA receptor; EphB2, EphB2 receptor ; H1, histone 1.4.  
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Phosphorylation of transcription suppressor MeCP2 by calcium influx through 

NMDA receptor dissociates MeCP2 from the target gene inducing expression 

(Chen, 2003; Martinowich, 2003). As for epigenetic regulation of Fkbp5, 

quantitative chromatin immunoprecipitation could be employed to quantify 

MeCP2 binding to the Fkbp5 genomic sequence in control and stressed mice 

amygdala. Apart from stress paradigm, direct influence of NMDA receptor 

stimulation also needs to be studied on MeCP2 binding to the Fkbp5 genomic 

sequence to further strengthen the hypothesis.  

 

Positive correlation between the extent of elevation in Fkbp5 at the time of 

trauma and development of PTSD has clinically been reported in human 

subjects (Segman, 2005). Moreover, Fkbp5 SNPs associated with higher Fkbp5 

levels show significantly positive correlation with the development of stress-

related psychiatric disorders (Binder, 2009). Clinically Fkbp5 has earned 

recognition as a genetic predictor of susceptibility to anxiety disorders in 

interaction with the stressful life events (Bevilacqua, 2012; van Zuiden, 2012). 

Complementing the clinical findings, significantly reduced elevation of 

corticosterone levels in stressed, genetic vulnerability factor, Fkbp5 deficient 

mice confers more active stress-related coping behaviour compared to stressed 

wild-type mice. Genetic deletion of Fkbp5 accounts for the enhanced GR 

sensitivity resulting in increased negative feedback of GR on HPA-axis, rapid 

termination of the stress response and hence, suppressed corticosterone levels 

(O’Leary III, 2011;; Touma, 2011;; Hartmann, 2011).  
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Chapter 5 findings revealed that silencing amygdala specific Fkbp5 expression 

protects wild-type mice from sever acute stress-induced anxiogenic behaviour 

mediated through BNST. However, amygdalar Fkbp5 deletion does not alter 

CeA-dependent freezing response to the conditioned fear. Speculatively, 

deletion of amygdala-specific Fkbp5 leading to enhanced GR sensitivity, similar 

to that observed in Fkbp5-/- mice, is rather an unlikely phenomenon. 

Supporting the notion, equivalent increase in plasma corticosterone levels of 

stressed wild-type and neuropsin-/- mice suggest that stress-resistant 

phenotype of neuropsin-/- mice is also independent of altered HPA-axis 

function (Figure 3.3). Additionally rescuing attenuated upregulation of 

amygdala specific Fkbp5 by intra-amygdala neuropsin injection alone restores 

the vulnerability to stress-induced anxiety in neuropsin-/- mice (Figure 3.2; 

Attwood, 2011). Therefore, our findings highlight previously unknown crucial 

amygdalar Fkbp5 contribution to the stress-induced anxiety that is independent 

from Fkbp5 regulation of GR sensitivity and HPA-axis function.  

 

In addition to orchestrating the stress response, limbic brain structure, the 

amygdala, also acts as a relay station and storage site for traumatic emotional 

memories (LeDoux, 1994; Herman, 1997). Various psychological stress 

paradigms eliciting, either delayed or rapid, neuronal remodeling in the BLA 

exhibit concomitant heightened anxiety-like behaviour, and vice versa (Mitra, 

2005). Acute restraint stress, paradigm employed in this study, induced 
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anxiogenic behaviour remains to be associated with plasticity changes in the 

BLA dendritic morphology using Golgi-staining technique. 

Stress-regulation of amygdalar FKBP51, examined in chapter 4, confirmed the 

differential upregulation of FKBP51 between stressed wild-type (almost two-

fold) and neuropsin-/- (unaltered) mice amygdala, reflecting the Fkbp5 

expression pattern (Figure 4.1). A remarkable aspect, however, is the stress-

triggered dynamic nuclear translocation of predominantly cytoplasmic 

amygdalar FKBP51 in the wild-type mice (Figure 4.3). Proteomic analysis of 

nuclear FKBP51 interactome identified transcription regulator histone H1.4 as 

potential interaction partner portraying FKBP51 as modulator of histone H1.4-

mediated gene expression (Figure 4.7 & Table 4.3).  

 

Hence, we propose that, similar to GCs (Mitra, 2008), FKBP51-mediated 

modification of linker histone H1.4 transcription activity contributes to the 

stress-induced structural plasticity in the amygdala that underlies anxiety-like 

behaviour. Our hypothesis is further strengthened by a plethora of studies 

showing that posttranslational modification of histone proteins modulates 

transcription of genes required for long-lasting form of synaptic plasticity and 

memory (Borrelli, 2005; Barrett, 2008). For instance, stressful stimuli triggered 

activation of poly[ADP-ribose] polymerase 1 leads to polyADP-ribosylation 

modification of histone H1 required for long-term memory formation in the 

hippocampus (Virag, 2002; Cohen-Armon, 2004; Fontan-Lozano, 2010). 

Scaffolding protein FKBP51 has previously been shown to modulate 
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posttranslational phosphorylation of Akt in cancer cells (Pei, 2009). Although 

experimentally differential BLA neuronal remodeling in stressed wild-type and 

amygdala specific Fkbp5 deficient mice needs to be investigated using Golgi 

staining. Speculatively, resilience of neuropsin-/- mice to stress-induced 

anxiety is not due to impaired nuclear translocation of FKBP51 since stress-

triggered nuclear translocation of FKBP51 in the amygdala is unlikely to be 

disrupted by neuropsin. Therefore, hypothetical involvement of FKBP51 in 

epigenetic mechanism of neuronal plasticity is although crucial, the magnitude 

of amygdalar FKBP51 elevation and its dynamic regulation in response to stress 

is undoubtedly indispensable for the stress-related behavioural manifestations.  

 

To summarize, this study demonstrates that extent of stress-induced 

upregulation in amygdalar Fkbp5 expression is directly proportional to the 

adverse anxiety-like behavioural effects of stress. Involvement of FKBP51 in 

stress response is not limited to its regulation of GR and the HPA-axis. Instead 

cytoplasmic amygdalar FKBP51 is transported across the nuclear membrane 

where it may modulate posttranslational modification of linker histone H1 

contributing to the neuronal remodeling in amygdala. Most importantly, 

silencing Fkbp5 expression in the amygdala protects wild-type mice from the 

stress-related anxiety behaviour. Therefore, pharmacological intervention of 

selective amygdalar Fkbp5 in vulnerable individuals offers promising treatment 

regimen for stress-related anxiety disorders.  
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Appendix I 

 

 

 
 
Figure I.1 Graphical presentation of relationship between protein and 
peptide probabilities. According to the plot, with 2 unique peptides of 95% 
probability predicted protein being correct are around 99%. Adopted from 
Scaffold user’s manual.  
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